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F
Testing, Testing…

Onetrackmind
B Y  M A R K  T U T T L E

From the mountains and coast of California, to the Texas 
Hill Country, to the exotic islands of Sardinia in Italy and 
Lanzarote in Spain, the Rider crew has been behind bars 
almost non-stop this month. To that end we have four Ridden 
& Rated reviews of motorcycles that should be of great inter-
est, as well as a Rider Comparo of two retro machines, one a 
playful new upstart and another that was the first to return 
the Scrambler moniker to contemporary motorcycling. We’re 
also launching a new section this month called Long-Term 
Rides with a report on a 2014 Honda CB1100 DLX that has 
racked up some decent mileage. And we’ve got a Kawasaki 
Versys 1000 LT, Yamaha FJ-09 and Yamaha Super Ténéré 
ES in perpetual motion for future long-term reports.

Because of the diversity of the bikes and types of tests in 
the issue, it bears repeating how we do things around here. 
Our road tests fall into one of three essential categories: Rider 
Test, Ridden & Rated or Rider Comparo.

A Rider Test is a full review of a bike that we had in our 
possession and flogged enough to thoroughly evaluate. Even 
though the manufacturers are getting better about accurately 
reporting wet weights, not all do, so for our Rider Test specifi-
cations we always weigh the bike ourselves ready to ride with 
a full tank. In most cases we will also put the motorcycle on a 
rear-wheel Dynojet dynamometer to generate a power curve 
chart and peak power output numbers, unless the engine and 
drivetrain are unchanged since we last dynoed the machine 
and we can simply republish those numbers. These days one 
of the most important aspects of a Rider Test is riding the bike 
enough to get detailed fuel economy data, too, and we do, 
though it’s important to keep two things in mind: We gener-
ally ride our test bikes pretty briskly to root out both their 
strengths and weaknesses; and we usually put most of the 
miles on the bike(s) in the Golden State, where the weather 
is pretty cooperative year-round. The latter means that we’re 
stuck using California Reformulated Gasoline (CA RFG), 
which is produced by just three refineries specifically for use 
here, and contains less energy by volume than gasoline in 
some other states, even before the ethanol content is brought 
up to 10 percent. Long story short, our mileage figures should 
only be used for comparison among our road test bikes. Your 
mileage may vary, and will most likely be higher (hopefully).

For Rider Comparos, or comparison tests, we get the bikes 
out in the real world for some serious riding, just as in a Rider 
Test but not as lonely, and include our own weight, dyno and 

mpg data. We’re touring, travel and adventure riders, so you 
won’t see us doing wheelies or burnouts, dragging our knees 
or elbows (even if we could) or setting fast lap times. We love 
all types of motorcycles, but believe that it’s our responsibil-
ity to report the not-so-good as well as the good, and that 
all brands should be treated fairly and equally. You will find 
these things reflected in our tests.

Ridden & Rated reviews came about as the result of a 
compromise. The manufacturers often invite us to ride new 
motorcycles at press events well before they have test bikes 
to loan out. They have a comprehensive story to tell about 
a bike that’s been years in development, and want to make 
sure that story is accurately conveyed to the motorcycle 
media. That’s easier when journalists from the major pub-
lications and websites are all gathered in one spot. Sure, it’s 
almost always plum duty, but we’re pretty good at coming 
to our own conclusions after riding the bike. The travel can 
be pretty extreme—imagine flying to someplace in Europe 
on day one, arriving on day two, riding on day three and 
flying home on day four. Happens all of time, often enough 
that we sometimes wake up in dark hotel rooms and have to 
consult our notes to figure out where we are. Other events 
may take place right in our own backyard, but for whatever 
reason the bikes aren’t available to take away afterward and 
we aren’t able to get weight and dyno data, or ride enough 
miles to gather fuel economy info worth reporting. In those 
cases you’ll find our report headed up with the Ridden & 
Rated banner. We’re not going to sit on riding impressions 
of important new bikes like those in this issue just to wait 
for wet weight and dyno data, but if the bike warrants it you 
can bet we’ll do our darnedest to get one as soon as possible 
to complete our testing.

A couple details worth pointing out: When we’re just 
reporting on a new bike and haven’t ridden it yet, we don’t 
use action photography in the magazine or on the cover unless 
they’re the only images available, which is almost never. And 
I don’t know of a single publication or website that buys the 
bikes that it tests—they’re all borrowed from the manufactur-
ers or their distributors. Same goes for most of the gear we 
test, except that we usually donate it to charity auctions once 
we’re done with it—most aftermarket manufacturers don’t 
want to deal with cleaning, repairing and restocking used 
stuff. I’ll bet you would, though, huh!

Enjoy the issue, we did....
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Response
RIDER RESPONSE, 1227 FLYNN ROAD, SUITE 304, CAMARILLO, CA 93012 -OR- RIDER@RIDERMAGAZINE.COM

Letters to the Editor

tion would be useful to him. I put off 
buying a Concours 14 because I was 
uncomfortable with the seat height. 
Then I found a 2008 model with Muzzy 
lowering links and a Kawasaki low gel 
seat already installed. Works great for 
my 30-inch leg length.

After reading your response to Mr. 
Riccioni I measured my links and they 
are ½-inch longer than stock. Thankfully 
I have not experienced any of the pos-
sible negative issues you discussed. I 
recently had a stock seat reworked by 
Spencer Motorcycle Seats (greatdayto-
ride.com). Spencer was able to lower 
the seat about 1 inch and modified it 
for a very reasonable price. I would 
highly recommend his services. I agree 
you have to be a bit cautious with the 
sidestand but so far so good.

Getting the bike on the centerstand 
required a high-tech solution. I roll the 
rear wheel over a foot of 2 x 10 and 
it goes up quite easily (good for the 
garage, not so great on the road.)

I enjoy Rider and the Tech Q&A sec-
tion very much, lots of useful information.

DAVE THOMAS, VIA EMAIL

Ride 200 Miles
and Turn Left
Nice article (Broadleaf Tobacco Road, 
April 2015), but the map is a bit confus-
ing. Where Route 57 intersects Route 
202 just north of the Connecticut line 
in Massachusetts, the name of the 
town is Southwick, not Southfield, and 
farther down there is a town shown 
as Congamond. That is not a town 
but a lake that defines the border 
of Massachusetts and Connecticut. I 
haven’t been there for more than 25 
years, but I remember it well enough to 

Less is More
How refreshing to see that the manufac-
turers are finally giving under-1,000cc, 
lighter motorcycles proper attention. The 
April 2015 issue nicely highlighted this 
trend with new models from Kawasaki 
and Yamaha. I also noted many of the 
MOTY candidates fit this category. As 
a longtime rider I applaud this renewed 
focus. The Yamaha FJ-09 is especially 
appealing with all the goodies and ABS 
in a sub-500-pound machine. The Royal 
Enfield Continental GT is another beauti-
ful example. Now, if we could just get 
shaft drive.

FRANK HEILIGER, MANHATTAN, KANSAS

I purchased a Yamaha FJ-09 seven weeks ago, the first one at the dealership in 
Sarasota, Florida. My first bike was a Honda Nighthawk CB750. I graduated to 
a 2012 Kawasaki Concours 14, which I traded for the FJ-09 essentially because 
of weight and low-speed handling issues. I have never enjoyed riding more. 
The FJ-09 is simply the most fun on two wheels that I have experienced. Loads 
of torque and tremendous maneuverability. I did a lot of comparison research 
before buying the FJ and it always came out on top. Riding it confirmed every-
thing I had read.

EUGENE O. GEORGE, VIA EMAIL 

Your Triple Threat review of Yamaha’s FJ-09 in April 2015 is superb, but you’ve 
expanded the engine within the confines of one article, describing it as a liquid-
cooled, transverse 847cc triple in the second paragraph, but by the time you 
get to the specs it has become a liquid-cooled, transverse in-line four. If the 
article would’ve kept on, I’ll bet you could’ve got it up to a six.

Based on the photos and the article title, I’m thinking it’s probably really a 
three cylinder.

PATRICK O’ROURKE, SAN LEANDRO, CALIFORNIA

The Yamaha FJ-09 is indeed a liquid-cooled, transverse 847cc triple, Patrick—we 
ran out of pages before we could make it a six (yes, like the 1988 to current Honda 
Gold Wing). EIC

Lower Connie
Regarding Rider Tech Q&A in the March 2015 issue, Richard Riccioni asked 
about lowering links for his 2010 Kawasaki Concours 14. Perhaps this informa-

Less is More
How refreshing to see that the manufac-
turers are finally giving under-1,000cc, 
lighter motorcycles proper attention. The 
April 2015 issue nicely highlighted this 
trend with new models from Kawasaki 
and Yamaha. I also noted many of the 
MOTY candidates fit this category. As 
a longtime rider I applaud this renewed 
focus. The Yamaha FJ-09 is especially 
appealing with all the goodies and ABS 
in a sub-500-pound machine. The Royal 
Enfield Continental GT is another beauti-
ful example. Now, if we could just get 
shaft drive.
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know that much. It might be a bit con-
fusing if someone were trying to follow 
your map.

MIKE KOLENDO, PALM COAST, FLORIDA

Thanks Mike. You’re correct about 
Southwick—Southfield is actually to the 
west of New Boston. Our map illustrator 
insists that Congamond is indeed a town, 
however, albeit a small one, that is adja-
cent to the lake of the same name. EIC

Motorcycle 
Seduction
Hey Clement, it’s too late to heed 
your warning about being seduced by 
a new bike (Road Tales, April 2015). 
I was kicking tires in my head over a 
new Suzuki V-Strom 650 or the Honda 
NC700X until I walked into my local 
Honda dealership and instantly fell for 
the red NC. I must have returned there 
four times to look and sit on the bike 
before signing the paperwork.

The practicality and efficiency were 
the initial selling points, and the first in-
person look sold me. Not the greatest 
adventure bike out there, but it had an 
under-$7,000 price tag for a new bike!

Keep up the great work and keep the 
entertaining stories coming!

ROGER NOCERINI,

EAGLE RIVER, WISCONSIN

Baja Tips
Regarding Baja Encounter (Rider, April 
2015), it should be mentioned that it is 
very important to have your passport 
with you when traveling outside the U.S., 
as it is a necessity when you return. The 
toll road should be open again (accord-
ing to our local paper) which makes 
for a scenic ride one way. Don’t miss 
the Ensenada fish market. It’s best in 
the morning when the boats come in. 
Thanks for putting out your always infor-
mative and interesting magazine.

DICK SNYDER, SAN DIEGO, CALIFORNIA

600 Million Wheels
Congratulations to Honda for producing 
its 300-millionth motorcycle (Kickstarts, 
April 2015). If we assume that the aver-
age motorcycle has a total length (tip 
of rear tire to tip of front tire) of 7 feet, 

then placed end-to-end that is enough 
Hondas to circle the equator about 16 
times. That’s a lot of Hondas!

(7 * 300,000,000 / 5280 ) / 24,902 = 
15.97 equators.

GREG SEEGER, SANTA ROSA, CALIFORNIA

Rider Redux
My first subscription to Rider was back 
in the mid-1970s, and I maintained 
it for a number of years thereafter. 
Rider test rides were instrumental in 
the purchase of my second bike, a 
1981 Honda Silver Wing that became 
my everyday commute and occasional 
escape from a stressful career in child 
welfare. The Wing also provided wheels 
for my wife and me for two trips from 
southern New York, first to Fort Wayne, 
Indiana, for a roommate’s wedding 
and later to Lorraine, Ohio, for a visit 
with family. Well, a move to southern 
Pennsylvania to begin a new career, 
raising three children and life in general 
took their collective toll on riding on two 
wheels for years to come while the Wing  
collected dust.

Fast-forward to around 2005 when I 
gained a renewed interest in riding after 
stumbling across an issue of Rider on 
the newsstand. Thrilled to see it was 
still in print I signed up for a new sub-
scription. Once again the Wing is my 
commuter when the weather permits 
and my wife and I enjoy trips in and 
around Southern Pennsylvania. This 
summer, my brother, my nephew and I 
are planning our third trip in four years, 
this time on the Great Lakes Seaway 
Trail and through the Thousand Islands. 
The Wing is still going strong and still 
providing reliable transportation, and 
Rider magazine is still going strong as 
well and providing reliable information. 
Thanks, Rider! It’s been a great ride!

STEVE VOORHEES, VIA EMAIL

MOTY Votes
Responding to One Track Mind in the 
April 2015 issue: I’ve been riding for 
49 years with only minor breaks in bike 
ownership. I’m currently on my 25th 
bike. It’s a 2008 Suzuki Bandit 1250 
ABS with Givi bags. I’ve had all types 
of bikes, from Harley Electra Glide 
Classic to V-Rod. Honda CBR954RR 
to Kawasaki KLR650 and lots of stan-
dard-type bikes. I’ve done 1,500-plus-
mile days, track days, drag strip runs, 
long tours, taught MSF courses and 
have my own little motorcycle club that 

meets to ride and eat in the Smokies.
I’m getting long in the tooth and 

beginning to think about my next bike. 
One thing is obvious, cost and weight 
will be important in my retirement years. 
In this day of 900-pound bikes and 
$25,000 prices, what will old baby 
boomer riders do when they can’t eas-
ily afford or hold up a typical bike?

I vote for the Honda CB300F. Very 
good price, very light and can still 
handle the highway. I’d love to take on 
the challenge of riding it on a 7,000-
mile cross-country ride. Anybody can 
do that on a trike or a Gold Wing. How 
many could say they went coast-to-
coast on a 300? I’ll let you know.

DAN VINES, VIA EMAIL

I vote for (gasp) the Harley Streets. As 
an inveterate BMW rider I expect I’ll 
be getting a call from Stuttgart ask-
ing for the keys to the RT back, but 
Harley made a statement with the Street 
500 and 750. While the other bikes on 
your MOTY candidate list are pretty 
derivative of other bikes already on the 
road, the Street is a huge departure for 
Milwaukee’s finest. More than that, it’s 
also the right bike, finally, for a raft of rid-
ers. A modern 500 is as capable of long 
distance and highway running as its big 
brother but in a package that doesn’t 
require a tow truck to pick it back up 
when it takes a dirt nap.

The 500 and its bigger brother are well 
built, fresh designs with appeal to new 
riders as well as older ones who are look-
ing to downsize to something that weighs 
less, stands shorter and yet still makes 
tracks on the straights and the corners.

Harley deserves kudos for stepping 
outside of its traditional box and coming 
up with a great bike that meets the needs 
of new riders while giving them plenty of 
room to grow in skills and experience 
without outgrowing the bike. And at the 
same time, they came up with a bike that 
a longtime rider of other marques would 
do well to take a look at for its ergonom-
ics and its ability to satisfy the rider while 
shrinking the bloat that makes low-speed 
maneuvering a challenge at times.

Thumbs up for Harley’s Street 500 
and 750!

JIM HATCH, VIA EMAIL

Response

Letters to the editor with the writer’s name, address 
and phone number should be sent to Rider Response, 
1227 Flynn Road, Suite 304, Camarillo, CA 93012  
or emailed to rider@ridermagazine.com. Due to the 
volume of mail we receive we cannot respond to every 
letter personally; however, every letter is read by our 
entire staff.
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Honda Ruckus fans take note—Big Red unveiled a concept 
bike last March at the Osaka Motorcycle Show that looks 
like a grown-up version of the popular 50cc scooter. It said 
the Bulldog “promotes a new world of leisure with motor-
cycles. The model was developed with the concept ‘Lovable 
Touring Partner,’ and was designed to go beyond the 
boundaries of conventional leisure motorcycles, to actively 
enjoy outdoor life.” OK, whatever—we say it looks like a fun 
mashup of Ruckus/Big Ruckus, Grom and adventure bike 
with a highway-ready engine.

The Bulldog has wide 15-inch tires, a low center of grav-
ity and low, 28.7-inch seat height, and is powered by a 
liquid-cooled DOHC 400cc parallel twin. It’s equipped with 
a carrier suitable for camping-touring, and features acces-
sory storage on the sides of the fuel tank, which also acts 
as a styling accent. No word on production plans as yet, but 
Honda usually ends up producing bikes this far along in the 
concept stage. We’ll see….

THE BULLDOG

RIDER AT AMERICADE
Come join us at the big, beautiful Americade rally in Lake 
George, New York, June 1-6, 2015, where our very own 
Clement Salvadori will be giving away armloads of prizes at the 
Rider magazine-sponsored Opening Celebration on Monday 
night. Salvadori is also a Featured Speaker on Tuesday eve-
ning at 7 pm, when the bereted one will entertain with great 

stories from his many Memorable Miles in the Saddle. This year 
Americade offers scenic rides, concerts, motorcycle judging, 
stunt shows, rodeos, barbecues, boat cruises, parades, com-
edy shows, free rider education and parties, and don’t forget 
the motorcycle demos from the major manufacturers and giant 
TourExpo down at the beach. See you there!
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Kickstarts
LONG-TERM RIDES
2014 HONDA CB1100 DELUXE

At the very first glance, the CB1100 parked outside the Rider 
office had me by the eyeballs. Appraising its Candy Red paint 
and clean, classic lines, I knew I had to ride it. EIC Tuttle finally 
handed me the key a couple of months later, with the bike 
now sporting Cortech Super 2.0 luggage and a National Cycle 
Street Shield EX windshield (both excellent, functional addi-
tions). So ride it I did—to work and back, over the mountains 
for lunch, up the coast—wherever the road led me from my 
Southern California digs. When I returned it the odometer had 
turned over nearly 2,000 miles.

Our long-term Deluxe model differs from the original 2013 
test bike (Rider, July 2013 and on ridermagazine.com) and 
2014 standard model in both looks and amenities. An extra 
0.7 gallon of fuel capacity, for 4.6 total, takes you farther 
between fill-ups, while a new 6-speed transmission in bothw 
2014 CB1100s, standard and Deluxe, lets the motor relax on 
the open road. Honda’s Combined ABS comes on the Deluxe, 
and is unobtrusive in normal braking situations. And its 4-into-
2 exhaust features a gleaming chromed muffler on each side, 
lending a balanced look to the bike. Fully gassed it weighs 557 
pounds, 15 more than our 2013 5-speed, but underway, even 
at the slowest pace the CB is an agile partner. And the 31.2-
inch seat keeps your feet flat on the tarmac when stopped. 

As reported in 2013, this bike is easy to ride, and easy to 

like. The torque curve is as flat as Kansas—from 3,500 to 
7,000 rpm the 1,140cc air-cooled mill generates close to its 
maximum torque output of 67.4 lb-ft. The power isn’t so enor-
mous as it is inexorable, climbing to its 88.3 horsepower peak 
(3.4 more than the standard model with 4-into-1 exhaust) at 
7,400 rpm as recorded on the Jett Tuning dyno, driving the CB 
forward with purpose if not fireworks. The Deluxe is so easy to 
live with and so fun to ride it’s hard to find fault. But here’s one: 
tingle-butt in the 4,000-5,000 rpm range, though it’s easily 
avoided by deft use the six-cog tranny. Fuel range is reason-
able for a bike you might (should!) tour on; our fuel economy 
averaged 43.6 mpg, netting 200.7 miles per tank. The Deluxe 
retails for $11,899; the still-available 2013 standard model is 
just $9,999 or $10,999 with C-ABS, and a 2014 standard with 
6-speed is $10,399.

With current offerings going high-tech from head to tail, 
Honda has built an honest motorcycle on the premise that 
some new technology melded with a proven design can deliver 
a heck of a good ride. I’m going to miss this ruby-red beauty 
when it’s gone. The CB1100 DLX isn’t the lightest, fastest or 
most technically advanced of the 21st century two-wheelers, 
but it begs to be ridden and provides an experience worthy of 
its heritage. Simple, comfortable and fun, the CB1100 Deluxe 
could be a long-term bike for a lot of riders. Arden Kysely
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LLast spring, some brilliant researchers claimed that the reason 
older folk (those beyond 35 or 40) tend to forget things is that 
the cranial filing cabinets are so full of information that it 
takes a bit longer to sort through the files and remember why 
you walked out to the garage. Oh yes, to get a Sam Adams 
from the workshop refrigerator.

My brain is crammed full of information, some of it 
useful, most of it not. But pieces of the past often come 
into view unexpectedly, which can be entertaining. Last 
night I awoke at the hour of the wolf (3 a.m.), and while 
waiting for Morpheus to return I opened a random file 
and remembered a long-ago trip to Maine in the early fall. 
I was in one of those seaside towns that is packed with 
tourists in the summer and falls back into normal life fol-
lowing Labor Day. A statue of 
a moose stood at the entrance 
to the town, and I stopped to 
take a photo. Along came a 
local, a good old boy who was 
obviously used to and enjoyed 
chatting up strangers, and we 
had a little conversation.

I said something to the effect 
that he must be happy all the 
tourists were leaving, and peace 
and quiet was returning. “Heck, 
yes,” he commented, “but too 
many of these darned New 
Yorkers like it so much they buy 
a house and move up here. And 
then they don’t like the place the way it is and want to make 
it just like New York City. We shouldn’t allow any of them 
to buy any property hereabouts.” Granted, that quote may not 
be exact, but that’s pretty much the way I remember it.

Never knew the man’s name. Chatted with him for 10 
minutes, and we went our separate ways. But I remember 
what he said, a little piece of Maine thinking.

It’s these outtakes from my long and reasonably happy life 
that I find rather pleasant. I met my lifelong friend Dick at 
the ripe old age of six, and when we were 17 we took our first 
motorcycle trip together. Forty years later, I decided to write 
a piece about our travels and sent him a copy. “Good story,” 

he said, “but that’s not quite how I remember it.” One has to 
allow for a few differences in our memories.

While working in Naples, Italy, back in 1972, I decided 
one weekend to go see the ancient Greek site called Sybaris, 
a coastal town built about 2,700 years ago. It’s from here the 
English word sybarite—“a person who is self-indulgent in 
their fondness for sensuous luxury”—is derived. I imagined 
this place to be a charming wooded enclave along the Gulf 
of Taranto with sandy, white beaches and beautiful remains 
of Greek temples.

When I got there, mud flats stretched from the low hills a 
mile inland to the water. The flats were crossed by dirt roads 
and I sallied forth. An elderly fellow was walking along 
and, pulling up beside him on my BMW, I asked, “Where 

are the ruins?”
“Right here,” he said, pointing 

down, “beneath my feet, right 
where we will all end up eventu-
ally. The land is stronger than 
us humans.” He allowed as to 
how there were some excavations 
occasionally going on, but closed 
to the public, and the flats often 
flooded. I rode back to Naples 
thinking about mortality.

A lot of years ago down in 
southwest Texas, paralleling the 
Rio Grande somewhere around 
Del Rio, I stopped for gas. The 
ramshackle station was on the 

north side of the road, with the little attached store built on 
the slope behind the pumps. The old boy in charge was sit-
ting on a bench out front. I filled up, climbed the stairs, and 
gave the man the money for gas and a soda.

He said I should join him. We were looking south across 
the river into Mexico, and black clouds were moving, with 
two big dust devils, or funnel clouds, spinning across the 
land. “You ever been through a twister?” he asked. Nope, 
but I was fascinated by the sight of these two spirals con-
necting earth and cloud, and after spending a quarter hour 
listening to his reminiscences I hoped never to tussle with 
any tornado.

B Y  C L E M E N T  S A L V A D O R I

Glimpses of the Past
Past, n. That part of Eternity with some small fraction of which we have a slight and regrettable acquaintance. 

—Ambrose Bierce, The Devil’s Dictionary

I met my lifelong friend
Dick at the ripe old age of six,
and when we were 17 we took

our first motorcycle trip together.
Forty years later, I decided to 
write a piece about our travels 
and sent him a copy. “Good 

story,” he said, “but that’s not 
quite how I remember it.” 

‘‘
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In my many years of traveling and talk-
ing, I’ve probably swapped words with 
tens of thousands of people. And little 
incidents occasionally pop into my mind. 
Asking directions in Ireland: “A half-mile 
up you’ll see a road going to your left, with 
a sign you can’t really read its so old; you 
don’t want to be going there.”

Or how to fix a thoroughly bent 
BMW in a country that had no BMW 
dealers at the time. After I crashed my 
R75/5, bending the front wheel, axle, 
fork and frame, my New Zealand friend 
said, “No worries, mate, she’ll be right.” 
And she was.

Hospitality? Lots of it. On a trip in 
southern Mexico my passenger and I 
left Oaxaca, at 5,000 feet, one after-
noon to go down to Puerto Angel on 
the Pacific. This was back in 1975, 
and I did not appreciate how torturous 
the dirt road descending to the ocean 
would be. Darkness came, and I could 
see distant lights way, way down below. 
No traffic on the road, and continuing 
at night did not seem to be a good idea.

Coming upon a little house with a 
light in the window, we stopped and 
I knocked on the door. A young man 
answered, and I explained our predica-
ment. Could we pitch a tent on his 
property? Of course! It was a small coffee 
farm, and he had come back from the 
city to help mother and brother with the 
harvest. They showed us where we could 
put the tent, and where the outhouse 
was, and a barrel of water we could dip 
from. We spent a comfortable night, 
and in the morning Mama fixed us a 
fine breakfast. While the family refused 
payment of any sort, my passenger had 
the presence of mind to slip a few pesos 
under the mat beneath her plate.

Back in the days of our bicenten-
nial I was cruising through southeastern 
Montana, looking for a camping spot, 
and knew there was a river off to my 
right somewhere. Seeing an entrance to 
a ranch, I rode in, found a guy working 
around a barn, and asked if I could go 
down by the river to pitch a tent.

“Sure. Go down that road about a 
half mile, turn left, and you’ll see a 
sort of sandbar connected to the river-
bank, which is a good place. Just don’t 
leave any mess behind.” It was perfect. 
Railroad tracks were on the far side, and 
a freight train came along, the engineers 
tooting the horn and waving when they 
passed me. A lovely memory.

Which reminds me...I should prob-
ably do something about cleaning up the 
overcrowding in my office files.

Road
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II just took a big, heaping spoonful of chili and thrust it right 
into my pie hole. I absolutely hate burning my mouth. Not 
only because it hurts, but mostly because I won’t be able to 
taste anything else for the next two days. That’s a particular 
bummer in this instance since my lovely wife Amy and I have 
reservations tonight at a favorite restaurant we haven’t been 
able to get to in years.  But here I am. My tongue is screaming 
and I can almost feel the roof of my mouth starting to peel. 
Not good. Why in the world did I take a big bite without 
testing it first? Surely I know by this point in my life that hot, 
thick chili holds heat better than napalm. Yes, I knew better, 
but I still skipped a couple of key steps that could have saved 
my taste buds and soft tissue from annihilation. Why? Maybe 
it was because I was distracted and not giving due attention 
to the task at hand. Or, perhaps 
I was just too anxious to tear 
into that bowl of delicious look-
ing chili (I’m told it’s very good. 
Unfortunately, all I taste right 
now are burning embers with 
lingering smoky overtones). 

Have you ever done some-
thing similar while out riding on 
the bike? Been burned or come 
close to it because you skipped 
a step or two in the interest of 
“getting to it” or because you were a little preoccupied at that 
particular moment? You may have had your mind on getting 
somewhere or just been anxious to get out and enjoy a nice 
ride. Or maybe you were rushing because you didn’t want to 
hold up your riding buddies who were already lined up, in 
gear and staring back at you. Whatever the cause, you made a 
bonehead move that you would otherwise never do. Like pull-
ing away with the bike’s sidestand down. If you were lucky, 
your bike stalled the moment you put it in gear and just left 
you a little embarrassed. Or maybe you’ve been guilty of pull-
ing out of a parking lot before taking a good look around you 
for traffic. Or ridden off with a saddlebag lid open, only to 
catch a glimpse in the mirror of your favorite gloves, new eye-
glasses, smartphone and other critical items tumbling down 
the freeway. Have you ever seen a rider bopping down the 
road, oblivious to the dangling bungee cord he didn’t think to 

fasten securely and which is now flirting with the spokes of his 
bike’s rear wheel? I’ve personally been guilty of riding off with 
the strap of my helmet hanging loose and unfastened, only to 
have to find a place to pull off the road, remove my gloves and 
run the strap through the D-rings.

All of these examples ultimately take more time to deal 
with than they would have if just another moment had been 
taken before the ride began. And each could contribute to a 
much bigger problem if circumstances were right (or wrong?). 
Steps that seem routine are easy to mentally gloss over or 
subconsciously fluff off as non-essential when you’re anxious 
to get going. Granted, most of the time we get away with little 
more than an inconvenience, but each oversight is an unnec-
essary chance we take. When it comes to eating chili, surely 

I’ve put spoonfuls of the stuff in 
my mouth over the years without 
thinking and was fortunate that 
it wasn’t lava hot. And, based on 
those prior experiences, there was 
a decent possibility I wouldn’t 
scorch my mouth this time either. 
But today I got burned.

There’s an old saying about 
jumping out of the frying pan and 
into the fire. I watched a friend of 
mine sneak a bit of food simmer-

ing in a skillet on the stove. Immediately he discovered it was 
too hot to even hold in his hand. After juggling it awkwardly 
and jumping around frantically trying to find a place to put it 
(the manners he’d been taught as a kid ruled out the possibility 
of putting the food he’d touched back in the pan), he unex-
pectedly tossed the molten morsel into his mouth. His mouth! 
Later, when things calmed down and he stopped crying, I 
asked why in the world he thought that putting the food in 
his mouth was a good option. He said, quite simply, it was the 
only thing he could think to do in that moment. He had to get 
it out of his hands and his mouth happened to be right there.

To be fair, surely all of us are guilty of taking questionable 
action in the…ahem…“heat” of the moment. In such situa-
tions we have no time to weigh options and make intelligent 
decisions; we just need to get ourselves out of the bad circum-
stance we are in. In the same way, there are times we might 

B Y  E R I C  T R O W

Riding
wellstayinsafe.com

Scalded
How a bowl of chili might just keep you from getting burned out on the road. 

We as human beings are
very limited in our ability to think 

quickly and rationally and act 
smartly in emergency situations 

without extensive training
for such circumstances.

‘‘
’’
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find ourselves in a bad situation out on 
the road and make it worse. Just like my 
friend at the stove, when you find your-
self in an unexpected and unfavorable cir-
cumstance on the road you will instinc-
tively make a move—any move— to get 
out of that situation. Such a move often 
thrusts the rider directly into an even 
less favorable situation. For instance, 
drivers who see traffic suddenly stopped 
directly ahead have been known to turn 
directly into oncoming traffic to avoid 
hitting the stopped vehicle. Riders, 
steering to miss a squirrel, have ridden 
off the roadway and into a ditch (or 
worse). Braking suddenly in reaction to 
an unexpected threat without consider-
ing what’s behind can get one clobbered 
by a tailgater. We as human beings 
are very limited in our ability to think 
quickly and rationally and act smartly in 
emergency situations without extensive 
training for such circumstances.

So how can we improve the odds? The 
first step is to avoid trouble to begin with. 
Look much farther ahead and all around 
to establish greater situational awareness 
to see potential threats developing earlier. 
When you do, you can buy yourself suffi-
cient time to think, allowing you to con-
sciously and deliberately plan how you 
will address a developing threat rather 
than rely on instinct. If I had taken time 
to consider the possibility that the chili I 
was about to eat was excessively hot (and 
looked for the wafting steam), I could 
have taken steps to keep from burning 
my mouth. By not thinking about that 
possibility, I allowed myself to become 
vulnerable and was soon scrambling for a 
way to extinguish the fire in my mouth.

Secondly, if we have more acquired 
skills at our disposal, such as the practical 
ability to brake confidently at the edge of 
traction, swerve quickly and decisively, or 
lean the motorcycle more steeply into a 
curve if necessary, that would also give us 
more options and more confidence in our 
ability to make the right decision in the 
event we do allow ourselves to become 
involved in a bad scenario.

If anything positive can come from 
my gum-blistering chili experience, I’m 
hoping it contributes to keeping you 
from getting burned out on the road. 
At the very least, it’s (very hot) food for 
thought.

Eric Trow owns and operates the Stayin’ 
Safe advanced rider training program and 
is the recipient of the AMA Outstanding 
Road Rider Award. He can be contacted at 
etrow@stayinsafe.com. 
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R I D E R  C O M P A R O : 2015 DUCATI  SCRAMBLER VS.  TRIUMPH SCRAMBLER

Two Scramblers in name; two different 
directions in practice.

The choice: stick with 
time-honored tradition 
or go with cutting-edge 
freshness.
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R I D E R  C O M P A R O : 2015 DUCATI  SCRAMBLER VS.  TRIUMPH SCRAMBLER

By Ken Lee   |  Photography by Kevin Wing

However, pure function can sometimes take a 
back seat to preferred form when we choose 
a bike that, well, just looks right. Case in point: 
these two twin-cylinder scramblers, one from 
Triumph and one from Ducati. >>>

M
ost of the time, an awful lot of brainwork 
goes into researching the purchase 
of a new motorcycle. Facts, fi gures, 
statistics, capacity, performance, 
road manners and so much more all 

weigh in when answering that one key question: 
“What’ll she do?”
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2015 DUCATI SCRAMBLER VS. TRIUMPH SCRAMBLER

Styled to tickle the heart, raise a grin and please the eye, both 
bikes reach back—make that way back—to an earlier day when 
scramblers fi lled the streets of America. Call it the nostalgia fac-
tor, a pretty face or whatever; good looks are the one key selling 
point for both. Moreover, with this pair, what you see is what you 
get. Not a lot of mystery to what makes these bikes tick. Just 
eyeball them, and it’s pretty easy to fi gure out how they’ll work.

The Triumph Scrambler is the well-established quantity here. 
Originally, the concept took root in International Six Days Trial 
enduro competition back in 1948. During this super-demanding 

multi-day off-road race, Triumph twins won three gold med-
als and the manufacturers team trophy. That huge success led 
to the marketing of factory-direct Scramblers from Triumph—
quasi-dirt, supposedly dual-purpose bikes aimed squarely at 
the U.S. market, specifi cally Southern California and its desert 
racers. That following included Steve McQueen, who famously 
rode a Triumph tarted up to look like a German-Army-issue bike 
in the 1963 fi lm The Great Escape.

The Meriden Triumph brand eventually fell on hard times, but 
like a phoenix rising from the ashes, the modern-era Hinckley 

Even a quick look sends a 
crystal-clear message about 
what each bike is all about.

It’s refreshing to climb 
aboard bikes that highlight 
the fundamental elements 
of motorcycling.
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Ducati: 69.8 HP @ 8,400 RPM 
Triumph: 52.8 HP @ 6,700 RPM  
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Ducati: 46.8 lb-ft @ 5,800 RPM 
Triumph: 45.5 lb-ft @ 5,000 RPM  

2015 DUCATI SCRAMBLER VS. TRIUMPH SCRAMBLER

2015 Ducati Scrambler Icon

Base Price: $8,495 (Icon in Ducati 
Red)
Price as Tested: $8,595 (Icon in 
’62 Yellow)
Warranty:  2 yrs., unltd. miles
Website: ducatiusa.com

ENGINE
Type: Air-cooled, transverse
90-degree L-twin
Displacement: 803cc
Bore x Stroke: 88.0 x 66.0mm
Compression Ratio: 11.0:1
Valve Train: Desmodromic SOHC, 2 
valves per cyl.
Valve Insp. Interval: 7,500 miles
Fuel Delivery: EFI w/ 50mm throttle 
body
Lubrication System: Wet sump, 
3.4-qt. cap.
Transmission: 6-speed, cable-
actuated wet clutch
Final Drive: O-ring chain

ELECTRICAL
Ignition: Electronic digital
Charging Output: 487 watts max.
Battery: 12V 10AH

CHASSIS
Frame: Tubular-steel trellis w/ 
engine as stressed member, 
aluminum swingarm
Wheelbase: 56.9. in.
Rake/Trail: 24 degrees/4.4 in.
Seat Height: 31.1 in.
Suspension, Front: 41mm USD, 
no adj., 5.9-in. travel
Rear: Single shock, adj. for spring 
preload, 5.9-in. travel
Brakes, Front: Single 330mm fl oat-
ing disc w/ radial-mount monoblock
4-piston opposed caliper & ABS
Rear: Single 245mm disc w/ fl oating 
1-piston caliper & ABS
Wheels, Front: Cast, 3.00 x 18 in.
Rear: Cast, 5.50 x 17 in.
Tires, Front: 110/80-R18
Rear: 180/55-R17
Wet Weight: 411 lbs.
Load Capacity: 449 lbs.
GVWR: 860 lbs.

PERFORMANCE
Fuel Capacity: 3.6 gals., last .8 gal. 
warning light on
MPG: 90 PON min. (high/avg/low) 
44.5/43.5/41.8
Estimated Range: 157 miles
Indicated RPM at 60 MPH: 4,400

2015 Triumph Scrambler

Base Price: $9,099
Price as Tested: $9,499 (two-tone 
paint)
Warranty:  2 yrs., unltd. miles
Website: triumphmotorcycles.com

ENGINE
Type: Air-cooled, transverse
parallel twin
Displacement: 865cc
Bore x Stroke: 90.0 x 68.0mm
Compression Ratio: 9.2:1
Valve Train: DOHC, 4 valves per cyl.
Valve Insp. Interval: 12,000 miles
Fuel Delivery: EFI w/ 50mm throttle 
bodies x 2
Lubrication System: Wet sump, 
4.8-qt. cap.
Transmission: 5-speed, cable-
actuated wet clutch
Final Drive: X-ring chain

ELECTRICAL
Ignition: Twin-spark electric
Charging Output: 550 watts max.
Battery: 12V 18AH

CHASSIS
Frame: Tubular-steel double cradle 
w/ tubular-steel swingarm

Wheelbase: 59.0 in.
Rake/Trail: 28 degrees/4.1 in.
Seat Height: 32.5 in.
Suspension, Front: 41mm stan-
chions, adj. for spring preload,  
4.7-in. travel
Rear: Dual shocks, adj. for spring 
preload, 4.2-in. travel
Brakes, Front: Single 310mm fi xed 
disc w/ opposed 2-piston caliper
Rear: Single 255mm fi xed disc w/ 
fl oating 2-piston caliper
Wheels, Front: Spoked steel, 2.50 
x 19 in.
Rear: Spoked steel, 3.50 x 17 in.
Tires, Front: Tube-type, 100/90-R19
Rear: Tube-type, 130/80-R17
Wet Weight: 517 lbs.
Load Capacity: 429 lbs.
GVWR: 946 lbs.

PERFORMANCE
Fuel Capacity: 4.2 gals., last 0.8 
gal. warning light on
MPG: 89 PON min. (high/avg/low) 
42.0/40.8/39.4
Estimated Range: 171 miles
Indicated RPM at 60 MPH: 3,800
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The Icon comes with a standard low pipe, but ac-
cessory exhausts will include a high-pipe option.

While the single-gauge setup looks super clean, 
bright sunlight can wash out the instrument display.

The superb Brembo front brake gives lie to the no-
tion that dual-disc setups are a must-have item.

2015 DUCATI SCRAMBLER VS. TRIUMPH SCRAMBLER

Triumph revived the Scrambler name and image in 2006—hard 
to believe it’s been almost 10 years now. Like the originals, this 
newest Scrambler features a parallel-twin engine sporting dual, 
upswept chrome pipes with slotted heat guards and crossover 
head pipes, a wide handlebar, spoked wheels, fork gaiters and 
more for a look that truly resonates with the original Triumph 
Scramblers. But surprise! Those old-school CV “carburetors” 
are actually shells camoufl aging a modern electronic fuel injec-
tion system. Time after time, we watched passersby stroll past 
our Scrambler test bike only to stop and do a double take. 
Often the close scrutiny was mere appreciation, but sometimes 
the light bulb clicked on over their heads as realization hit—this 
was a bike of new manufacture, not a restored oldie.

Ducati, in turn, likewise claims an historic tie-in to its new-
generation scramblers, offi cially named Scrambler Ducati—a 
new brand offering four distinct models. In this initial confi gura-

tion, it’s known as the Icon. In 
the 1960s and 1970s, Ducati 
Scramblers were single-cylinder 
dual-purpose bikes; the Icon is 
emphatically no such thing. In 
mind-bending time-warp style, 
Ducati calls its new Scrambler 
a “post heritage” design—what 
its original Scramblers from the 
’60s and ’70s might have be-
come, had production contin-
ued unabated. Just a touch of Twilight Zone thinking here....

Be that as it may, the teardrop tank, wide handlebar, sleek 
profi le and lightweight appearance do indeed convey a scrambler 
or maybe fl at-track heritage. Perhaps it’s the ’62 Yellow paint 
scheme on our sample that evokes memories of Yamaha’s DT-1 

On tight, twisty roads 
the Icon delivers 
nimble and playful 
responsiveness

Helmet: Nolan N104 / Jacket: Joe Rocket 
Classic ’92 / Pants: Joe Rocket Ballistic / 
Boots: Dainese Fulcrum C2 Gore-Tex
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For many, this is the pure essence of what a scram-
bler is all about: dual upswept exhaust pipes.

Classic, easy-to-read twin dials, but the glare off the 
covers can be blinding when the sun hits just so.

Although not as powerful as the Icon’s front brake, 
the Triumph’s front binder gets the job done. 

2015 DUCATI SCRAMBLER VS. TRIUMPH SCRAMBLER

family of dual-purpose bikes that were so widely popular in the 
1960s and ’70s. But the twin-spar steel trellis frame housing an 
air-cooled, SOHC, 2-valve-per-cylinder, 803cc 90-degree L-twin 
engine derived from the Monster 796 shouts loudly that this is 
indeed a modern-era Duc. And that’s not a bad thing.

Spanning a short 56.9 inches between axles, its 69.8 horse-
power and 411-pound curb weight make this a light, lively and 
sporty bike. Its low seat sits only 31.1 inches high, designed spe-
cifi cally to lure new riders and women into the Scrambler Ducati 
fold by offering a reassuring fi t on showroom fl oors. A seat that’s 
lower yet at a claimed 30.3 inches can be had as an acces-

sory for custom-
ers extra shy on 
inseam. The stan-
dard seat is cut 

especially narrow up front for easy ground reach, but most riders 
with 30 inches or more of inseam will fi nd the seat/peg interface 
uncomfortably cramped. Scooting rearward helps, but then the 
rider hits the step demarcating the passenger’s portion of the 
saddle—an awkward fi t. Given its intended audience of shorter 
and newbie riders, the Icon’s ergonomics make sense; it’s just 
not very workable for average-to-tall riders. The other three 
Scrambler Ducati variants to come—the Classic, Urban Enduro 
and Full Throttle—will offer signifi cant changes in rider fi t as well 
as styling, especially with the wealth of accessories that will fi ll out 
the brand. But it was an early, pre-production Icon that we had 
on hand, with no other accessories yet produced.

So looking beyond the bad fi t, we put the Icon through its 
paces and found it to be a most entertaining ride. From the get-
go the engine feels impressively muscular, much stronger than 

The Triumph does good work on 
twisty roads, but it’s far superior in 
comfort for solo and two-up riding.
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the Triumph’s. Thanks to its light weight, 6-speed gearbox and 
especially broad power spread, the Icon squirts away eagerly 
from a stop. The electronic fuel injection system, which uses a 
single 50mm throttle body with two sub-butterfl y injectors, is a 
bit touchy, especially at low speeds; on/off throttle transitions 
can cause lurches and jerks unless you apply a steady hand—
advanced technique that might not come naturally to beginners. 
The easy fi x is to short-shift the bike, and there’s plenty of grunt 
on hand to handle that job.

Out on more open back roads the strong-running engine is a 
joy to use. Plentiful power pours in smoothly as revs build for an 
entertaining, aggressive pace. Clutch pull is light and engage-
ment is a no-brainer with the torque on tap, and the 6-speed 
gearbox allows plenty of latitude in gear selection. With its short 
wheelbase, low weight and steep 24.0 degrees of steering rake, 
the Icon feels nimble, responsive and playful on even the tight-
est of twisty mountain roads. The radial-mounted single-rotor 
4-piston 330mm Brembo front brake delivers outstanding stop-
ping power and feel, and the ABS is not intrusive. However, the 
Kayaba suspension, with its non-adjustable 41mm inverted fork 
and a preload-adjustable single shock, both with 5.9 inches 
of travel, proved too soft for our not-too-svelte riding weights, 
and this ratcheted back the sporting factor. Bumping up shock 
spring preload helped a bit albeit at the expense of a harsher 
ride, and the lack of rebound damping now felt more pro-
nounced. Again, think lighter, smaller, beginning riders here....

And just to say we did it, we put some two-up time in with the 
Icon. As the saying goes, “You better be dating” if you plan on 
spending much time carting your passenger around aboard the 
smallish Icon. One other small gripe: the readout on the central 
speedo/tach can be diffi cult to see in bright daylight.

Jumping from the Ducati Icon to the Triumph Scrambler is a 
study in contrasts. The Triumph feels comfortably roomy, ac-
commodating and relaxed in comparison, especially with a pas-
senger; longer two-up rides are quite enjoyable with this bike. 
However, for sport riding its horsepower, agility and front brake 
feel take a distinct step backward compared to the Duc. But 

as we spent more time in the saddle we grew accustomed to 
the change; though it lags a bit for cut-and-thrust riding com-
pared to the Icon, the Triumph stands tall on its own merits. 
Its 59.0-inch wheelbase, 28 degrees of steering rake and 517-
pound wet weight all add up to a bigger-feeling bike, one that’s 
more unperturbed and easy-going by nature. Despite its lower 
52.8-horsepower peak, there’s still enough torque on hand for 
fun riding solo or with a passenger, and the 270-degree crank 
in the 865cc, air-cooled, eight-valve mill with 5-speed gearbox 
gives the engine a bit of character and an engaging feel, without 
vibration ever becoming problematic.

Steering changes require moderate effort at the wide handle-
bar and it’s plenty responsive on winding roads while returning 
a stable feel that builds rider confi dence. Suspension is again 
by Kayaba, with 4.7 inches of travel in the front and 4.2 inches 
in back. The twin shocks are adjustable only for preload, and 
while they could use more rebound damping, the total package 
provides a generally agreeable ride.

Almost everyone who stopped to discuss the Triumph asked 
about the high-mount pipes: “Don’t they burn your leg?” they 
would ask. Answer: No. The heat shields do a good job of pro-
tecting rider and passenger alike. The setup can grow a bit 
warm, though, especially in stop-and-go traffi c. So just bow 
your right leg out when stopped, or put your left foot down and 
keep the right one up on the peg. A couple of small niggles 
included a blinding glare off the glass faces of the twin instru-
ments when the sun hits just so, and the high-tack rubber on 
the rider footpegs can grab your pant leg while you’re paddling 
the bike around, and give you a surprise if you’re not careful.

All this bike-vs.-bike comparing is helpful, or so we hope. But 
in the end, with either machine, the eyes have it. With these two 
motorcycles it’s all about the looks they offer. And the people 
we encountered seemed very polarized in opinion; they typically 
liked either one or the other, but seldom both, thanks to their 
very different confi gurations.

So which one is best? Let your own eyes decide. We had 
fun on both.
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A good bike. Good company. And 
a good cappuccino. It doesn’t get 
much better than this.
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here exactly do the summers go? As I get older 
and older the summers seem to get shorter and 
shorter. When I was a kid summer seemed to 

last an eternity; from that final school bell of the 
year until classes resumed in the fall, summer was 

an endless string of days filled with play, with fun. 
For motorcyclists, summer represents a continuation 

of that childish fun, with long, sunny days for trekking 
to new places. But if you’re not careful, before you know 

it, the glorious days of warmth pass, the back to school ads start up 
on TV, and you’re staring at the calendar wondering how another 
summer slipped past. >>>>>

BY JEFF BUCHANAN    |   PHOTOGRAPHY BY THE AUTHOR AND ALFONSE PALAIMA

shorter. When I was a kid summer seemed to 
last an eternity; from that final school bell of the 

year until classes resumed in the fall, summer was 
an endless string of days filled with play, with fun. 

For motorcyclists, summer represents a continuation 
of that childish fun, with long, sunny days for trekking 
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Because of this all-too-familiar scenario, my lady and I made 
a point to have a proper two-up trip before summer ended and 
our respective schedules consumed us. It was to be our end-of-
summer sojourn before the realities of our lives absorbed us.

We rose early on a Monday in mid-September, the 2014 
BMW R 1200 RT already loaded up. After a shot of espresso 
we began the arduous crawl out of the congestion of Los 
Angeles. I tend to tolerate the morning press of traffic better 
when I know that in a few hours, we will be blissfully sailing 
up the Pacific Coast Highway, headed to Carmel. At just 320 
miles distant, Carmel-by-the-Sea is a perfect two-up, multi-
night escape for weary Angelenos.

After 20 tedious miles of low-speed freeway lane splitting 

we were rewarded with a spectacular reveal of the Pacific 
Ocean as we emerged from the tunnel that officially transforms 
Interstate 10 into the PCH. That is the point of true invigora-
tion, when the traffic suddenly evaporates and the ocean air 
hits the nostrils at speed. We passed through Malibu as the ris-
ing sun evaporated the morning chill. Cutting inland from the 
coast, we timed it to avoid traffic in Ventura. After a smooth 
70 mph blast up U.S Route 101, we made a spontaneous exit at 
Summerland for breakfast at a picture perfect diner.

After eating and refueling, we headed into Santa Barbara 
and onto State Route 154 (aka San Marcos Road). This was 
the main road before U.S. 101 was built, originally serving as 
a stagecoach route. This scenic alternative takes you up and 

MAP BY BILL TIPTON/COMPARTMAPS.COM
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over the mountains into the Santa Ynez Valley. We detoured 
onto Foxen Canyon Road, a local motorcycle staple that winds 
through vineyards and rolling hills, which brought us into 
Santa Maria. Then it was a straight shot up 101 to San Luis 
Obispo, where State Route 1 splits off to Morro Bay where 
Morro Rock stands sentinel–and into the transformative 
atmosphere of the Central Coast. The last town of any signifi-
cance is Cambria, gateway to the Big Sur section of Route 1. 
This is the traditional gas and food stop, getting prepped for 
the 90-mile coast road that parallels the Pacific from here to 
Carmel. The gas gauge tapped full, we opened up the RT onto 
that ribbon of paved bliss that washes away the city. It really 
doesn’t get much better than this.

There is a serene kind of unity that comes with riding two-
up. Here you are, two people in close quarters, sharing the 
experience of riding, the views, yet it unfolds without words. A 
shared, private meditation of calm, of quiet, save for the sound 
of the boxer-twin engine and the road passing beneath the 
tires. For me, Hearst Castle is the landmark that signals the 
start of the Central Coast ride. William Randolph Hearst built 

There’s a reason Bixby Bridge has become a cliche for California coast 
travel; it’s awe-inspiring. 

Facing page: Left: Two-up and outward bound. The BMW R 1200 RT in its 
natural habitat. Top right: The Central Coast. Ragged, wind blown, and 
beautiful. Bottom right: Motorcycle paradise.
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his Xanadu out of the enormous profits he made publishing 
popular—albeit somewhat dubious—daily newspapers. The 
castle on the mountaintop is the last real vestige of civilization 
until we reach Carmel.

The beauty of the coast road is multi-faceted. The ride itself, 
the sweeping corners, the pavement, is all sublime motorcycle 
stuff. But beyond that is the almost total lack of cross traffic for 
80-odd miles and the fact that the mountains crush any phone 

signal so drivers must forgo their various devices, eliminating 
one of the bigger threats to motorcyclists these days—dis-
tracted driving. My lady and I settled into a spirited pace on the 
BMW; a gently swaying waltz of man, woman and machine 
indulging the Pacific Coast.

After a full hour and a half of non-stop adrenaline (punctu-
ated only sporadically by tortoise-paced rental cars and camp-
ers that were easily dispatched with a twist of the wrist), we 
arrived in Big Sur and the stopped briefly at the Henry Miller 
Memorial Library. Miller, an infamous resident of Big Sur, 
settled into the rugged landscape in 1944 following his time in 
Paris, where he stirred controversy penning Tropic of Capricorn
and Tropic of Cancer (books that were banned in America until 
1960). Ironic that the coast ride started with Hearst Castle, a 
publishing symbol of American values and mindsets, somewhat 
intolerant of the likes of Miller, yet the two divergent men were 
so ardently associated with this part of the world.

With the sun dropping toward the horizon, we eased out 
of Big Sur, past the Point Sur Lighthouse, and continued 
the serpentine journey north. The coastline here is what poet 
Robinson Jeffers (yet another writer who settled here) said was, 

At top and bottom left: The elegant main house at CaliPaso Winery. Bottom 
right: Where great wines begin.

The Cypress Inn, in the heart of Carmel-by-the-Sea.

The picturesque grounds of CaliPaso Winery in Paso Robles.
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“The greatest meeting of land 
and sea in the world.” As we 

drew closer to the Monterey Peninsula we caught sight of a pod 
of humpback whales breaching offshore in what appeared like 
play. This was the essence of motorcycling; two-up on Route 
1 at sunset, capping a full day of riding with a view like that, 
knowing that a hotel room with quality bedding awaited us.

We arrived in Carmel and our hotel for the night, the 
Cypress Inn. Built in 1929, the Cypress Inn is a vintage-style 
Spanish mansion located in the heart of Carmel. Co-owned by 
Doris Day, the establishment is dog friendly, making for some 
interesting guests roaming about the sitting area and patio. 
After checking in, we washed off the road and walked down to 
Carmel Beach to watch the sunset. It felt a million miles away 
from where we started this morning. With the BMW safely 
parked for the night, we enjoyed a bottle of wine, bruschetta 
and pasta at my favorite wine bar. There’s nothing quite like 
the sleep you settle into after an all-day ride followed by a good 
meal and red wine.

In the morning, after fortifying ourselves with espresso, we 
were ready for the trek south. Despite several route options, I 
preferred to simply head back down the coast. Once again we 
found ourselves spiriting down serpentine Route 1. To draw 
out the trip we indulged in a stop near San Simeon to see 
elephant seals sunbathing on the beach.

We detoured over State Route 46 to Paso Robles, the 
30-mile stretch of road offering views of Morro Bay, rolling 
hills with oak trees and the Pacific, all slightly obscured by a 
thin veil of fog. After managing to somehow get lost in the 
tiny city of Paso Robles, we eventually found our way to the 
outskirts of town and CaliPaso Winery, our hotel for the night. 

A private villa with only eight rooms, CaliPaso is a luxurious 
inn and winery spread over the rolling hills of Paso Robles’ 
w ine country. Once night came, the field of stars above and 
the absolute quiet, a commodity in very short supply in Los 
Angeles, astonished us. 

In the morning, we were treated to a gourmet breakfast pre-
pared by CaliPaso’s private chef, who pampers the inn’s lucky 
guests. Schooled in one of New York’s culinary academies, 
we were spoiled with scrambled eggs and prosciutto: a host of 
creative cakes, fresh squeezed orange juice and cups of rich, 
strong coffee.

Departing Paso Robles, we made our way south toward Los 
Angeles without real purpose or urgency, detouring over State 
Route 166 and turning south onto State Route 33. This motor-
cycle-friendly road snakes up and over the mountains with a 
seemingly endless series of turns that cut through the pines. 
Route 33 brought us into the Ojai Valley where we stopped for 
Thai food, our last eats before reaching Los Angeles.

With the end of the day now fully upon us, we gradually and 
somewhat begrudgingly made our way back into the city and 
were eventually swallowed up in the bustle of Los Angeles, a 
stark contrast to the serenity and solitude of the Central Coast. 
Thankfully the excursion, with its long, deep breaths of ocean 
air, good food and wonderful company, had made us momen-
tarily immune to the chaos around us. Easing off the freeway 
and onto familiar residential streets, we pulled into our condo’s 
underground parking garage. After 800 miles of that wonderful 
thumping boxer twin, I shut the RT off. Our ears ringing from 
the incessant buzz of movement, we smiled and hugged, a tacit 
thank you for sharing the experience, stealing that last little rem-
nant of summer together to hold us until next time.

“The greatest meeting of land 
and sea in the world.” As we 

Savoring the final hours of the day, 
the final trip of the summer.
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2015 DUCATI MULTISTRADA 1200 DVT / S

B Y  M A R K  T U T T L E
P H O T O G R A P H Y  B Y  M I L A G R O

D
ucati’s Multistrada has worn the “multiple roads” 
moniker since it was fi rst introduced for 2003, but it 
wasn’t until the bike was thoroughly revamped for 
2010 that it really delivered on the sport/touring/

urban/enduro promise. Previous 1000 and 1100 versions 
were bare bones and focused mainly on sport riding, with 
a little extra suspension travel, ground clearance and semi-
upright seating. The 2010 Multistrada 1200 stirred in heaps 
of two-up comfort, convenience and more dirt-road worthi-
ness, earning a new “Four Bikes in One” title, especially in 
Sport mode with the 150-horsepower “Testastretta” (narrow 
head) engine adapted from the 1198 superbike.

Following a refresh for 2013 that upped its touring capa-
bility and user-friendliness with more torque and dynamic 
Ducati Skyhook Suspension (DSS), the only issue left to ad-
dress was the feisty Testastretta 11° V-twin’s roughness at 
low revs. Valve overlap had already been reduced from 41 
degrees in the 1198 to 11 for the Multistrada, yet some of 
the snorting and bucking characteristic of so many high-
performance Ducatis remained.

Rather than reduce valve overlap further and sacrifi ce 
top-end performance, for 2015 Ducati has taken the radi-
cal step of adding variable valve timing to the Multistrada 
1200 in the process of thoroughly revamping the bike. This 
Desmodromic Variable Timing, or DVT, uses hydraulic phas-

ers to rotate the camshafts forward or backward indepen-
dently relative to the crankshaft, adjusting the duration of 
the valve overlap a total of 90 degrees, from none for 37 
degrees of crank rotation to both valves open for a whop-
ping 53 degrees, even more than the 1198’s maximum. The 
result is buttery smooth power and torque delivery at low- to 
medium engine speeds and maximum performance on top, 
and the difference was noticeable from the moment we rode 
slowly out of the hotel parking lot at the bike’s introduction in 
the Canary Islands. Instead of a lumpy idle and surging at a 
slow pace in fi rst or second gear, the Multistrada 1200 idles 
cleanly and accelerates smoothly at low speeds without that 
characteristic sensation of lugging the engine.

The DVT is also responsible for a claimed 7-percent in-
crease in horsepower, to 160 at the crank at 9,500 rpm, 
and a 9-percent increase in torque, to 100.3 lb-ft at 7,500. 
From midrange to its 10,500-rpm redline the power delivery 
is classic Ducati asphalt-buckling superbike, with a spine-
tingling growl from the intake and dual silencers. Ducati says 
surging has been reduced 78 percent, and fuel consumption 
is down by 8 percent, a benefi t we’re anxious to experience 
once we get a bike stateside for a full test.

Along with DVT, multiple intake and exhaust tweaks im-
prove effi ciency and several new engine covers save weight. 
Valve inspection intervals for the DOHC, desmodromic heads 

ROAD
RAPTOR

2015 DUCATI MULTISTRADA 1200 DVT / S
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While the standard version is well 
equipped, opting for the Multistrada 
1200 DVT S nets the rider bright 
LED headlights and cornering lights, 
semi-active electronically adjustable 
suspension and more.
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have been increased to 18,640 miles, and oil changes are only 
required every 9,320 miles, or 12 months.

Though the DVT will be remembered for smoothing the 
Multi’s rough edges, lots more has changed on the 2015 model 
to make it better overall. A new ergonomic triangle, with a new 
handlebar, passenger grabrails and adjustable rider’s seat is 
roomier and seems more comfortable—more stateside miles 
will confi rm this, too. The bike’s bird-of-prey styling is thor-
oughly refreshed, and in the process the fairing was widened 
for more wind protection, and a new windscreen and adjuster 
was added that allows easy one-handed up-or-down changes 
over 2.4 inches. Ducati has also moved the engine up in the 
new frame to increase ground clearance for off-road riding by 
20mm to 180mm total, or about 7 inches.

Both the standard and S versions have standard cruise 
control, the fi rst time Ducati has offered it, and both have 
backlit handlebar switches for easy use at night. The standard 
Multi is really quite loaded, in fact—its fully adjustable Kayaba 
48mm USD front fork and Sachs rear shock with remotely 
adjustable preload offer tremendous control and good com-

pliance. New 17-inch wheels are mounted with grippy Pirelli 
Scorpion Trail II rubber, and the combined triple disc brakes 
use Brembo Monobloc calipers with both the master cylinder 
and calipers radially mounted in front—with its wide bar and 
generous cornering clearance suffi ce to say this bike turns and 
stops like a sportbike.

After DVT the biggest news on the Multi is that both the 
standard and S bikes now include a Bosch Inertial Measure-
ment Unit (IMU) capable of measuring roll, pitch and longitu-
dinal, transverse and vertical movement as well as their rate of 
change. The data enables rear lift detection (under braking), al-
lows the ABS to work in corners and adds 8-level wheelie con-
trol (DWC) along with the 8-level traction control (DTC). Never 
fear fellow Luddites, all of it can be switched off or individually 
customized, or simply preset along with one of the Multi’s four 
riding modes—Sport, Touring, Enduro or Urban—which tweaks 
the engine output from the full 160 horsepower in Sport, to 
full power with a softer delivery in Touring, to 100 horsepower 
output in Enduro and Urban. Each mode also adjusts the ABS, 
DTC and DWC as appropriate for that style of riding.

2015 DUCATI MULTISTRADA 1200 DVT / S

The Multi was perfectly at home on the narrow, winding roads of volcanic Lanzarote, 
where the standard model’s taut suspension delivered excellent handling and feedback.
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Jumping up to the Multistrada S nets more than the usual ad-
ditional bells and whistles. It gets an LED headlight system with 
a total of six “eyes” for the low and high beams, plus cornering 
LEDs that light up when the bike leans more than a certain 
amount at a given speed. Front brake discs grow 10mm and 
the S-model’s calipers are Panigale superbike-spec Brembo 
Monoblocs. Instead of an LCD display, the S-version’s instru-
ment panel is a bright, very legible, fully backlit TFT, and Blue-
tooth integration for smartphones and headsets is standard.

Perhaps the most important addition to the S model is Ducati 
Skyhook Suspension Evo, which is enhanced in several ways. 
Instead of the Kayaba unit, the S gets a Sachs 48mm low-friction 
pressurized cartridge fork, which has electrically actuated damp-
ing valves like the Sachs single shock in back. DSS Evo allows 
the rider to set spring preload electronically for solo, solo with 
luggage or two-up, then—through a series of sensors, the IMU 
and a black-box control unit—continuously varies the suspension 
damping front and rear to best suit the conditions and the pre-
set riding mode. Whether you’re just cruising, riding on irregular 
pavement, leaning, braking or accelerating, the damping is con-
stantly changing to provide the most comfort and control. And if it 
doesn’t feel right to the rider in some way, the “zero point” of the 
continuous adjustment can be changed manually.

Cruise control on the Multi is a fi rst for Ducati. 
Handlebar switches are backlit now.

Backlit TFT display on the S is like riding with a 
tablet computer, and integrates Bluetooth.

Combined triple disc brakes on both bikes are 
superb. S model’s are Panigale spec.

2015 DUCATI MULTISTRADA 1200 DVT / S

2015 Ducati Multistrada 1200 DVT / S

Ducati will offer Touring, Urban, Sport and Enduro “Personalization Packs” for the Multistrada with accessories well-suited to those types of riding.

Website: ducatiusa.com
Base Price: $17,695/$19,695
Engine Type: Liquid-cooled, trans-
verse 90-degree V-twin, desmodromic 
DOHC w/ DVT & 4 valves per cyl.
Bore x Stroke: 106.0 x 67.9mm
Displacement: 1198.4cc
Transmission: 6-speed, hydrauli-
cally actuated wet slipper clutch

Final Drive: O-ring chain
Wheelbase: 60.2 in.
Rake/Trail: 24 degrees/4.3 in.
Seat Height: 32.5/33.3 in.
Claimed Wet Weight: 511/518 lbs.
Fuel Capacity: 5.3 gals., last 1.1 
gals. warning light on
MPG: 90 PON min. (high/avg/low) NA
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After this short ride overseas we’re quite anxious to get more 
seat time on the new Multistrada 1200 DVT, especially the S 
version. Both bikes seem exceptionally comfortable, with good 
wind protection and a very natural reach to the bars, and even 
with my 29-inch inseam I was able to get my feet down easily 
with the seat in the 33.3-inch high position. Lowering it to 32.5 
inches requires tools and removing some parts, and a low seat 
is available that takes it all the way down to 31.5. I noticed some 
vibration in the seat at times, but overall the bike seems more 
capable of long distances than before. First impressions on the 
power delivery are of exceptional smoothness and rideability 
down low, with amazing drive and snap on top and imminently 
usable midrange. The bike shifts cleanly and easily thanks in 
part to its servo-assisted clutch, and on our warm riding day on 
Lanzarote I only noticed a small amount of engine heat on my 
right leg at times.

Although the bike’s weight is up slightly due to the DVT and 
such, rake and trail have been tightened up slightly so it feels 
less rangy than before and handles very well. We didn’t get a 
lot of tight corners thrown at us on this ride, but the bike was an 
absolute joy in every turn. While the standard bike’s suspension 
feels well-controlled and taut, the jury’s still out on the new DSS 
Evo until we get more miles on it. I did notice that Sport mode 
tightened it up considerably, closer to how the standard model 
feels in turns and over bumps, and in Touring the bike was 
plush on the straights but actually felt a bit loose in fast turns. 
That should be easy to adjust with a button push.

Whether you opt for classic Ducati red or pony up an ad-
ditional $200 for the gorgeous white bike with red frame, the 
2015 Ducati Multistrada 1200 DVT / S will likely please any 
sport- or adventure-touring rider who wants an exciting blend 
of high-performance and civility.

2015 DUCATI MULTISTRADA 1200 DVT / S

Cast aluminum single-sided swing-
arm is heck-for-stout, and that wide 
190-series Pirelli rear tire performed 
perfectly in the dry weather we had.

The factory-installed Touring Pack 
adds lovely 29-liter side cases, a 
centerstand and heated grips.

We’ll know more after we 
get a bike stateside, but it’s 
clear that Ducati undersold 
all of the improvements to 
the Multistrada when it an-
nounced the new bike a few 
months ago. The DVT is but 
one impressive new feature 
of many.

Helmet: Arai Defi ant / Suit: Firstgear Adventure Tour / 
Boots: Dainese Long Range D-WP C2
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CRUISIN’ CAFÉ
2015 STAR BOLT C-SPEC

S
tar Motorcycles hit a home run in 2014 with the Bolt, 
a minimalist “urban performance bobber” powered 
by the torquey, 942cc air-cooled V-twin from the V 
Star 950. With a solo saddle perched just 27.2 inches 

off the deck and a curb weight of 540 pounds, the compact 
Bolt looked tough with heavy-metal, Vmax-like styling. At just 
$7,990, it sold—and continues to sell—like hotcakes.

Joining the Bolt and Bolt R-Spec in Star’s 2015 lineup is the 
new C-Spec, which trades the pullback handlebar for clip-ons 
and undergoes other changes to give it the look and feel of a 

B Y  G R E G  D R E V E N S T E D T
P H O T O G R A P H Y  B Y  B R I A N  J .  N E L S O N

Low bars and rearset 
pegs encourage a 
racy crouch.

CRUISIN’ CAFÉCRUISIN’ CAFÉ
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café racer. The riding position was made sportier by moving 
the footpegs back 5.9 inches and up 1.25 inches. To increase 
available lean angle from 33 to 37 degrees, the fork is longer, 
the gold-anodized piggyback reservoir shocks are taller and 
ride height is higher, raising the seat height to 30.1 inches. To 
complete the café racer look, the C-Spec has fork boots, a 
removable rear seat cowl and special sport graphics, and the 
single instrument gauge is now above rather than below the 
triple clamp.

Sitting on the Bolt C-Spec requires the rider to hunch for-
ward, and the combination of low seat and high pegs puts sig-
nifi cant bend in the knees. The 3.2-gallon tank will make sure 
you don’t venture too far without taking a break. No complaints 
about the seat, which is plusher than expected. There’s just 
fender under that seat cowl; if you want to carry a passenger, 
you’d have to dip into the extensive accessory catalog for a pil-
lion seat and passenger footpegs.

We’re big fans of the sound, feel and grunt of the 942cc, 
60-degree V-twin that powers the Bolts. In our last cruiser com-
parison (Rider, January 2015 and on ridermagazine.com), the 
Star V Star 950 Tourer belted out 57 lb-ft of torque at 3,400 rpm 
and 49 horsepower at 5,600 rpm. The 542-pound (claimed) 
Bolt C-Spec weighs 113 pounds less than the V Star 950 

Clip-on handlebars 
and fork boots are 
café racer chic.
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Torquey, air-cooled V-twin has been given a heavy 
dose of industrial styling.

Taller suspension and ride height increase available lean angle from 33 to 
37 degrees.

Single, all-digital instrument is stylish, but the
indicator lights are too dim.

KYB piggyback reservoir shocks have 2.8 inches 
of travel and are adjustable for preload.

2015 STAR BOLT C-SPEC

Tourer, which helps it pulls strongly, with smooth roll-ons and 
a nice rumble when cruising in top gear. Still, there’s no avoid-
ing that this is a cruiser in café racer clothing, so performance 
is relative. The 5-speed transmission is clunky down low, the 
dual-disc brakes are underpowered and the suspension is soft, 
though it does a decent job of smoothing out rough pavement. 
There may be more cornering clearance on the C-Spec than 
the other Bolts, but what’s available is still modest. Vibration 
makes the mirrors all but useless, and even though the single, 
all-digital instrument looks cool, the indicator lights are too dim 
to be seen in bright sunlight.

If your idea of a café racer is a bike that will give your go-fast 
friends a run for their money, the Bolt C-Spec falls short of ex-
pectations. But accepted on its own terms—a rumbling V-twin 
cruiser with café racer styling—there’s much to like. It’s in deal-
ers now for $8,690, in Envy Green or Liquid Silver.

2015 Star Bolt C-Spec

Website: starmotorcycles.com
Base Price: $8,690
Engine Type: Air-cooled, transverse 
V-twin, SOHC, 4 valves per cyl.
Displacement: 942cc
Bore x Stroke: 85.0 x 83.0mm
Transmission: 5-speed, cable-
actuated wet clutch

Final Drive: Belt
Wheelbase: 61.8 in.
Rake/Trail: 29 degrees/5.1 in.
Seat Height: 30.1 in.
Claimed Wet Weight: 542 lbs.
Fuel Capacity: 3.2 gals.
MPG: NA

Helmet: Kabuto Kamui / Jacket: 
Held Camaris / Pants: Held Ravero / 
Boots: Dainese Fulcrum C2 Gore-Tex
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WITHIN
REACH

B Y  G R E G  D R E V E N S T E D T      |      P H O T O G R A P H Y  B Y  E N R I C O  P A V I A

F
or years, sportbikes powered by 750cc in-line fours 
were considered the ideal compromise, with lightness 
approaching that of middleweights and power ap-
proaching that of liter bikes. But when racing regula-

tions changed in 2003, 750s were abandoned by three of the 
four Japanese manufacturers. Suzuki has been the exception, 
continuing to build and refi ne its venerable GSX-R750 to the 
present day.

As good as the GSX-R750 is, it isn’t cheap (a new one will 
set you back $12,299) and its racy ergonomics and perfor-
mance limit its street-riding appeal. Enter the GSX-S750, a 
new-for-2015 model that puts a retuned, 2005-era GSX-R750 

2015 SUZUKI GSX-S750

engine in a more budget-conscious, street-oriented package. 
With an MSRP of just $7,999 and minimal bodywork, the 
GSX-S750 will compete head-to-head with naked sportbikes 
like the Yamaha FZ-09 and Triumph Street Triple.

Compared to the GSX-R it’s based on, the GSX-S has more 
low-end torque and midrange power thanks to milder cam 
profi les and reshaped intake and exhaust tracts. At 48 mpg 
claimed, fuel economy is better too. The liquid-cooled, DOHC, 
16-valve, 749cc engine benefi ts from trickle-down technology 
such as the Suzuki Dual Throttle Valve and Suzuki Exhaust Tun-
ing valve, both of which enhance throttle response. Ease of use is 
the key here, with smooth, controllable power, effortless shifting 

Suzuki’s  all-new middleweight 
streetfi ghter is an affordable, 
user-friendly machine.
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2015 SUZUKI GSX-S750

of the 6-speed transmission, and back-to-basics operation 
with no electronic rider aids.

Suzuki hosted the GSX-S750 press launch in Austin, Texas, 
on a cold, wet day that hindered our ability to evaluate its full 
potential. But there was a silver lining to the dark clouds above 
us. Sketchy conditions forced our normally hard-charging group 
of journalists—led by Austin resident and former GP champion 
Kevin Schwantz, no less—to roll off the throttle and ride more 
gingerly. Such restraint allowed me to appreciate the GSX-
S750’s user-friendly nature.

First and foremost is the agreeable riding position. The up-
right handlebar put a modest bend in my elbows and back, the 
footpegs are positioned low and forward enough for decent 
legroom, and the 32.1-inch seat is well-padded and supportive. 
Pulling out of the parking garage and onto the slick streets of 
downtown Austin, I warmed up quickly to the taut, responsive 
throttle and the light, precise clutch and shifter. Steering was 
nimble and the Bridgestone Battlax BT-016 radials provided 
smooth side-to-side transitions and good wet grip.

Given that the GSX-S750 costs $4,300 less than a GSX-
R750, certain budgetary concessions had to be made. The 
twin-spar frame and box-section swingarm are made of steel 
rather than aluminum, which contributes to the bike’s some-
what hefty 463-pound claimed wet weight. The inverted car-
tridge fork and link-style shock, both by KYB, offer preload 
adjustability only, but the one-setting-fi ts-all damping felt spot-
on given our modest speed and lean angles. Less impressive 
were the Tokico brakes, a pair of 310mm discs with 2-pot cali-
pers in front and a 240mm disc with a 1-pot caliper out back, 
which felt numb and weak. (ABS is not available.)

Although Suzuki may have had to scrimp and sacrifi ce to 
hit its sub-$8,000 price target, the GSX-S750 doesn’t look or 
feel cheap. Its aggressive, streetfi ghter styling is fully modern, 
with a raked tail section housing an LED taillight and a sculpted 
4.6-gallon fuel tank with textured side panels for added grip. A 

Above: To keep the price down, Suzuki used a steel frame and swingarm 
and lower-spec components. Left: For an extra $150, the GSX-S750Z comes 
with special blue/white paint and other upgraded fi nishes.

2015 Suzuki GSX-S750/Z

Website: suzukicycles.com
Base Price: $7,999/$8,149
Engine Type: Liquid-cooled, transverse 
in-line four, DOHC, 4 valves per cyl.
Displacement: 749cc
Bore x Stroke: 72.0 x 46.0mm
Transmission: 6-speed, cable-
actuated wet clutch

Final Drive: O-ring chain
Wheelbase: 57.1 in.
Rake/Trail: 25 degrees/4.1 in.
Seat Height: 32.1 in.
Claimed Wet Weight: 463 lbs.
Fuel Capacity: 4.6 gals.
MPG: NA

Helmet: Arai Vector-2 / Suit: Cortech GX Sport 3 / 
Boots: Dainese Fulcrum C2 Gore-Tex
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large analog tachometer is paired with an 
easy-to-read LCD that includes a numeri-

cal speedometer, gear-position indicator, fuel 
gauge, coolant temperature gauge, clock and a 

selectable odometer/dual-tripmeter/fuel-consumption meter. 
The GSX-S750 can also be tarted up with accessories such 
as a sport windscreen, lower cowl, rear seat cowl, lock-ring 
tankbag, expandable tankbag and cosmetic trim. If the Metal-
lic Matte Black paint doesn’t fl oat your boat, an extra $150 
gets you the GSX-S750Z, a special edition with Metallic Triton 
Blue/Pearl Glacier White paint, bright-gold anodized fork legs, 

silver-matte fi nish on the handlebar, blue side plates on the 
drive chain and a red spring on the rear shock.

Suzuki goes to great lengths to emphasize the GSX-S750’s 
rich sportbike heritage but glosses over the fact that it’s priced 
to attract newer, younger riders. It will make a great step-
up bike, perhaps after someone has earned their chops on 
a GW250 and is ready for more performance. It should also 
be a fast-and-fun commuter with enough zip for campaigning 
twisty roads on the weekend. Before we can pass fi nal judg-
ment, we’d like to fl og it on dry roads and put it up against the 
competition. Stay tuned.

In-line four is from the 2005-era GSX-R750, retuned 
for low to mid-range power.

Attractive gauge cluster pairs an analog tach with a 
fully featured digital display

Two-pot Tokico calipers are underwhelming; 
Bridgestone BT-016s provide good wet grip.

2015 SUZUKI GSX-S750

The GSX-S750 is a solid 
motorcycle built around 
a proven engine.

cal speedometer, gear-position indicator, fuel 
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2016 APRILIA CAPONORD 1200 RALLY

B Y  K E N  L E E
P H O T O G R A P H Y  C O U R T E S Y  A P R I L I A

R
eview our test of the 2015 Aprilia Caponord 1200 
ABS Travel Pack (Rider, July 2014), and you’ll see 
how we anticipated this newest Caponord 1200 Rally. 
We called that fi rst crossover version a sport tourer in 

adventure-touring clothing, while wondering what had become 
of the tasty off-road parts used on Aprilia’s original namesake 
ETV1000 Caponord. Well, wonder no more. This 2016 Ca-
ponord Rally comes equipped with all the expected bits that 
get an adventure bike ready for more demanding excursions. 

Aprilia stuck with the core tubular-steel frame and 1197cc, 
90-degree V-twin engine that form such an excellent founda-
tion. All of the Aprilia electronic wizardry carries over: ride-by-
wire, anti-lock braking, traction control, cruise control, and the 
Aprilia Dynamic Damping (ADD) system, which incorporates 
a dynamic rear shock that automatically adjusts rear shock 
spring preload as well as compression and rebound damping. 
The full rundown on these systems can be found in the Ca-
ponord Travel Pack test (also available on ridermagazine.com) 
so let’s skip the tech briefi ng and focus on the changes.

Tubeless, lightweight spoked 3.00 x 19-inch front and 4.50 
x 17-inch rear wheels replace the street-oriented 3.50 x 17 and 
6.00 x 17 cast combo used on the street-only version. Tires are 
Metzeler Tourance Next adventure-style radials, 120/70-R19 
up front and a dual-compound 170/60-R17 rear. These tires 
carry a 90-percent-plus bias toward road use, and delivered 
outstanding handling and traction while riding hammer-down 
over country roads in Sardinia at made-for-Italy speeds. If your 
riding tends toward lots of dirt, the rims will accept the popular 

ADVENTURE 
ITALIAN-STYLE

Aprilia’s fully equipped adventure bike arrives 
in the form of the Caponord Rally.
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A full array of sophisticated electronic aids, includ-
ing cruise control, come standard.

An optional smartphone interface can bring loads 
of information, including navi.

The dual front Brembo brakes deliver excellent 
power, feel and feedback.

2016 APRILIA CAPONORD 1200 RALLY

block/knob enduro-style 110/90-19 and 150/70-17 tires avail-
able for heavier off-road work.

Aprilia altered steering geometry with new triple clamps, cre-
ating rake and trail of 27.4 degrees and 4.6 inches, vs. 26.1 
degrees and 4.9 inches of trail for the standard Caponord. 
Wheelbase also increased a smidge from 61.6 inches to 62.0 
inches. These changes should aid off-road manners, although 
we only rode a few miles in the dirt on some pretty mild unpaved 
roads. The Rally felt surprisingly reassuring considering its size 
and weight. That’s likely due to the new steering geometry and 
also a low center of gravity, plus very natural rider positioning 
and a moderate seat height of only 33.1 inches.

The ADD semi-active suspension proved absolutely delight-
ful. The ride feels deliciously plush yet suspension action is sim-
ply superb through all kinds of hard riding. We purposely aimed 
for every pothole and bump in the roadway to try and fool the 
ADD system, but it soaked up everything exceedingly well. And 
the Brembo brakes are, in a word, fantastic. The ABS system 
never intruded unnecessarily nor did it steal away brake feel or 
action. All in all, a terrifi c handling package.

All hard parts within the engine remain the same, but a new 
exhaust with a larger resonator box adds volume to the exhaust 
system, plus new ECU mapping/tuning boosts low-end and 

2016  Aprilia Caponord 1200 Rally

Website: apriliausa.com
Base Price: $15,699
Engine Type: Liquid-cooled, transverse 
90-degree V-twin, DOHC, 4 valves per cyl.
Displacement: 1,197cc
Bore x Stroke: 106.0mm x 67.8mm
Transmission: 6-speed, hydrauli-
cally actuated wet clutch

Final Drive: O-ring chain
Wheelbase: 62.0 in.
Rake/Trail: 27.4 degrees/4.6 in.
Seat Height: 33.1 in.
Claimed Dry Weight: 525 lbs.
Fuel Capacity: 6.3 gals.
MPG: NA

Outstanding road manners 
shine bright, now dressed 
in adventure guise.
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2016 APRILIA CAPONORD 1200 RALLY

midrange power while retaining the horsepower peak of 125 
ponies. Metering with this throttle-by-wire system proved fl aw-
less; you can roll on the throttle (gently) as low as 1,500 rpm, or 
whack it good at 2,000. It comes on the cam strong at 5,000 
revs and really sings from 7 grand up to rev cut at about 9,000 
rpm. Flexible, power-packed and smooth running, this is a very 
fun engine no matter how you like to ride.

The Rally package includes a skid plate and brush guards, 
auxiliary LED lights, an oversized, manually adjustable wind-
screen and larger 33-liter hard bags. The windscreen does a 
good job of managing airfl ow; the wind peels back smoothly 
over the top, striking at about eyeball level with little buffeting 
effect. Rider ergos are spacious and accommodating. The wide 
seat’s quite comfortable, the handlebar’s adventure-style wide 
for extra leverage but not overly so, and rubber blocks in the 
pegs help damp out vibration.

A few niggles: the cruise control can be a bit reluctant to 
set, and once engaged, speeds can’t be stepped up or down, 
only reset. And when the cruise control is activated but not 
engaged the indicator light blinks annoyingly; the bothersome 
display for the Dynamic Damping readout likewise keeps blink-

ing. The clutch pull is moderately stiff; it could give your left arm 
a workout in extended stop-and-go traffi c. Of course, that’s not 
where the Aprilia Caponord Rally was meant to live.

At $15,699, the Caponord 1200 Rally only costs a couple 
Benjamins more than the standard Caponord. And it’s a very 
competitive contender—in every respect—in this growing seg-
ment of the market.

Our brief rides on dirt 
roads were fun, revealing 
pleasant off-road manners.

Excellent handling, brakes 
and power add up to a 
terrifi c all-around package.

Helmet: HJC IS-Max II / Suit: Aerostich Darien / Boots: Tour Master
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TOURING THE
DOOR COUNTY

PENINSULA
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The first slice of this three-day tour began in 
Milwaukee, Wisconsin, where five intrep-
id motojournalists landed on a Thursday 
afternoon at the city’s General Mitchell 

International Airport. We’d be cruisin’ through the 
Land of WI, a state known for the Green Bay Packers, 
as the corporate home of Harley-Davidson and, of 
course, for its famous cheese.

We came at the invitation of the Door County 
Visitor Bureau, which wants to lay down the welcome 
mat to motorcyclists seeking to explore this neck of 
the beautiful Wisconsin woods. In this case it involved 
motoring around a goodly part of the 300 meander-
ing miles of Door Peninsula coastline interlacing the 
66-mile length of the Door County Coastal Byway. 
The tour menu offered a smorgasbord of country lanes, 
scenic forests, three state parks, cozy waterfront towns 
and great stopovers for food and tidbits of local history.

Story and photos by
Paul Garson

Above: You meet the nicest people exploring Door County, including local 
riders Tom Lautenbach and Paula Weborg. Right: Lunchtime on the shore of 
Lake Michigan at the Lighthouse Inn’s Water’s Edge Restaurant. Facing page: 
Wisconsin’s autumn is a Technicolor treat in hi-def.
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To get things rolling, we suited up at Milwaukee’s House 
of Harley, a dealership that also specializes in equipping group 
tours aboard its fleet of rental bikes. In this case our crew was 
fitted with the latest Harley editions of the Road King, Street 
Glide, Heritage Softail and even a Tri-Glide Ultra trike. Since 
I hadn’t been on a Sportster for awhile, I opted for a relatively 
light and nimble Iron 883, in this case one equipped with 
a clear quick-release windscreen and dressed in an “Amber 
Whiskey” paint job, which was a pretty close match to the 
“fall frondescence” colors flashed by Door County, one of the 
country’s top foliage destinations.

After figuring out the turn-signal switches on the Sportster, 
I joined our tour guide Jeff Larson, also on his personal 
Harley, and rode over to the upscale comfort of The Iron 

Horse Hotel, a revamped 100-year-old warehouse named for 
the nearby rail yards. Within a few minutes we were back on 
our bikes and heading for the Harley-Davidson Museum less 
than a mile from the hotel. Along the way we crossed over the 
Menomonee River, named for one of many Native American 
tribes that had occupied the area as far back as 10,000 years.

After a guided tour of the Museum we chowed down at the 
adjacent Motor Bar & Restaurant already packed with fans of 
the weekly Thursday Bike Night. Back at the hotel, we caught 
some Zs before an early Friday morning launch onto a series 
of Interstates and highways that got us clear of Milwaukee 
before splitting off onto Highway 45 north, which brought us 
into the area known as the Kettle Moraine State Forest. About 
45 minutes north of Milwaukee, glaciers that once scoured the 

Left: Color matching of Sportster, barn and truck makes for nice photo 
composition. Above: The perfect weather brought out tons of bikes…
90 percent Harleys.

Consulting a map will take us 
out of the cornfields.

L a n d  o f  W I
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landscape helped shape these 30,000 acres of rolling hills, lakes, 
forests and grassland.

Heading east on County Road H was followed by a tran-
sition northeast on Highway 28 through the farming towns 
of Batavia and Cascade, stopping for a photo op in front 
of a classic red barn. Transitioning onto County E North, 
we enjoyed floating over some pretty good-sized rolling 
hills, the roadways almost totally unencumbered by non-
motorcycle traffic.

Moving along Highway 67 north through Plymouth, we 
encountered the famed Road America raceway at Elkhart Lake, 
the track hosting events since the early 1950s and now both the 
NASCAR and AMA Superbike series. Back in the saddle we rode 
through Kiel, taking County XX eastward. Despite the names the 
roads are mostly single-lane cruisers in good to excellent condi-
tion, and perfect weather in the 70s blessed the whole day.

Highway 42 north took us through Manitowoc, with a stop 
for lunch at the Lighthouse Inn’s Water’s Edge Restaurant 
in Two Rivers, about halfway to our Door County goal. Our 

bikes shared the parking area with dozens of ’Vettes driven in 
by members of the Wisconsin Corvette Club, with whom we 
shared the 400-seat dining room with its expansive view of Lake 
Michigan, the water calm as a bathtub as far as you could see.

Well-fed, we soon found ourselves feeling the temperature 
drop from the earlier 78 to 69 degrees as we rode along Lake 
Michigan, brisk but certainly still very comfortable in fairly 
light riding gear. From our saddles we took in the seemingly 
unending expanse of Lake Michigan and passed many other 
bikes going in both directions.

Continuing on Highway 42 north, we rode through 
Kewaunee and Algoma, merged with Highway 57, and 
traversed a vintage white metal bridge into Sturgeon Bay, 
so named because of the huge primeval fish that once 
numbered in the millions in Lake Michigan but have now 
dwindled to 2,000.

Turning onto rural, single-lane Mathey Road took us to 
the Motorcycle Memorial maintained by the Northeastern 
Wisconsin Bikers Association, a park-like setting featuring 

Vintage Coast Guard boat on dis-
play at Jackson Harbor Maritime 
Museum on Washington Island.

Top: A crusty tough tug boat snuggles up along the Twin 
Rivers. Lower: Washington Island, “The Crown Jewel” of 
Door County, offers 128 miles of ideal motorcycle touring.

L a n d  o f  W I
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heartfelt memorials as well as some 
more lighthearted artworks, including 
picnic tables you can “ride.”

We then wound our way on Highway 
57 north, passing through Jacksonport 
and Baileys Harbor before hooking 
up again with Highway 42 north to 
make our way to Sister Bay. While 
two-wheeling through the area, you 
troll around many small bays dotted by 
sailing and fishing boats, reminiscent of 
Maine and Cape Cod to which the area 
is often compared.

Nearing day’s end, after several hours 
of riding we arrived at the area’s famous 
Rowleys Bay Restaurant in Ellison Bay 
to enjoy an all-you-can-eat, traditional 
Scandinavian fish-boil dinner. Amidst 
forests of spruce trees, the 100-acre 
family restaurant/bakery/pub/hotel is 
nestled on a 700-foot waterfront fac-
ing the confluence of the Mink River 
estuary and Rowleys Bay. In addition 
to the dramatic pyrotechnics involved 
in the open-air preparation of the fish 
boil, the history of the area was brought 
to life for us by Rowleys’ official story-
teller “Peter Rowley,” a talented actor 
assuming the namesake. At night the 
dark skies put on an amazing star show 
often accompanied by the magic of the 
Northern Lights.

As night fell, with the fish-boil flames 
licking at the sky, we climbed back into 
the saddle and headed for our night’s 
lodging, taking County Road ZZ to 
Highway 42, then a jog on G through 
Egg Harbor and lastly sidestepping up 
Hillside Road to the Landmark Resort, 
a 40-acre, year-round vacation spot 
named Best of Door County in several 
categories in 2013.

It was a few cracks after a September 
Saturday’s dawn, the sun a golden egg-
yoke low in the east but bright enough 
to set aglow the thin blanket of cot-
tony fog hovering low over the north-
ern Wisconsin farm fields. A half-
dozen Harleys were packing north on 
Highway 42, posting smoothly with 
the gentle rollers. Just ahead a stiletto-
shaped church spire caught the rays 
of the sun as if guiding the way to 
the morning’s destination, 36 square 
miles of motorcycling paradise called 
Washington Island found at the tip of 

At the Motorcycle 
Memorial maintained 
by the Northeastern 
Wisconsin Bikers 
Association, visitors 
gather around a one-of-
a-kind picnic table.
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That Kodak moment…riding through the sun-dappled 
wooded lanes of Wisconsin’s Washington Island.

Harley’s “other products” can take you scooting, sailing and golfing…all in 
the same day.

 The founders of Harley-Davidson were larger than life personalities.

Hill climber frozen in Milwaukee time was 
sculpted by Jeff Decker.

Motor Bar & Restaurant is is the name for the 
museum’s onsite eatery/watering hole/party 
central.

the Door County Peninsula, but not before cruising through 
such picturesque shore-side villages as Egg Harbor, Fish 
Creek, Ephraim, Sister Bay and Ellison Bay, each with its 
often quirky history. For example, Egg Harbor earned its name 
from an altercation between competing explorers who—after 
finding nests of wild birds on the shore well stocked with 
eggs—promptly began tossing them at each other. Yes, one of 
history’s mysteries.

After a morning’s pleasant putt, we were knocking on the 
“Crown Jewel” of Door County, Washington Island and its 
128 miles of ideal motorcycle touring. To get there we took 
a 30-minute ferry ride across the scary sounding strait known 
as Porte des Morts (Death’s Door). The body of water earned 
its moniker due to the tumultuous convergence of Lake 
Michigan and Green Bay that has wreaked havoc on ships in 
the past. But for us it was smooth as silk sailing aboard the 
1,000-horsepower Robert Noble, the ship landing us at the 
best “bike tour within a bike tour” you could imagine...cruising 
along the island’s sun-dappled, tree-canopied lanes with stops 

at local attractions like the Farm Museum, the Jackson Harbor 
Maritime Museum, and the cedar hewn Stavkirke chapel, its 
Old Norse design influenced by Viking ships.

While I was ready to drop anchor and remain indefinitely 
on the island, eventually it was time for us to reboard the ferry 
back to Door Peninsula and then retrace the miles back on 
Highway 42 south, now fairly congested with weekend visi-
tors enjoying the great weather. We stepped out of traffic in 
Ephraim for lunch at the famous Wilson’s Restaurant & Ice 
Cream Parlor (est. 1906); ask for the Cherry Berry Delight and 
a frosted mug of home-brewed root beer. All fueled-up again, 
the rest of the day was left to our choice of destinations, some 
riders opting to visit the local lighthouses and viewing towers, 
others like me riding over to the pumpkin festival.

As the leisurely 125-mile riding day reached its conclu-
sion, we returned to the Landmark, where our merry band 
was treated to a fine dinner and reviving refreshments at the 
Carrington Pub & Grill. After a great day of riding and explor-
ing, its terrace provided a spectacular sunset view through the 

L a n d  o f  W I
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Hill climber frozen in Milwaukee time was 
sculpted by Jeff Decker.

Motor Bar & Restaurant is is the name for the 
museum’s onsite eatery/watering hole/party 
central.

scarlet and gold forest vistas. Then after 
another restful night, we geared up for 
the morning run some 180 miles back 
to Milwaukee and said our good-byes 
to our gracious hosts and fellow riders.

Summing up the experience, this 
500-mile meandering loop from 
Milwaukee to the tip of the Door 
County Peninsula and beyond, then 
back to Milwaukee, showed us both the 
history and topography of the area and 
gave us a taste for more. Wisconsinites 
are courteous and helpful, and there’s a 
great abundance of motorcycles shar-
ing the roadways so you always feel “at 
home” in the Land of WI.
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not miss pizza and beer at the Dog Bar 
& Grill.

Day 2 was planned as a straight run 
on U.S. Route 160 across the bottom 
of Colorado to Durango, taking in the 
Great Sand Dunes National Park and 
Preserve and the always-fun 10,856-foot 
Wolf Creek Pass, but the latter was 
closed because of a massive wildfire. 
Ahem. I detoured south from Alamosa 
on U.S. Route 285, turning west on State 
Route 17. Lower in elevation than Wolf 
Creek, it provided a delightful alternative 
with smooth asphalt, gentle climbs and 
curves, and peaceful aspen glades. I got to 
play hide and seek with the old trains of 
the Cumbres & Toltec Scenic Railroad, 
crossing the tracks half a dozen times 
before I got to Chama, New Mexico.

Ending my detour, I returned to 
U.S. 160 and headed west to Durango. 
Finally it was time for U.S. Route 550 
to Silverton and the start of the Million 
Dollar Highway. A bucket list ride for 
any motorcyclist, it was named for the 
extravagant cost required to widen the 

But this was par for the course on this five-day lap around Colorado. My target 
was Ouray, the southwest Colorado mining town nestled deep between craggy 
canyon walls. I had intended to escape Denver heading southwest straight into 
the mountains, but the gods had other plans and tossed a wildfire right along my 
proposed path. Luckily the traffic and tedium of Interstate 25 was a small price to 
pay for what was to come.

Reaching Colorado Springs I dove southwest, following State Route 115 
alongside the massive Fort Carson military post. I feared the gleaming chrome 
tank of my new V7 Racer would attract unwanted attention from some watchful 
fire control system, but I cruised by undetected. My goal was State Route 165, 
all curvy switchbacks and elevation gains along the Wet Mountains. I stopped to 
examine the incomparably odd Bishop Castle, a 46-year labor of love and mad-
ness, a towering mass of stone, steel and concrete complete with a fire-breathing 
dragon. Really.

Day 1 ended in the lovely Cuchara Valley, just west of the Spanish Peaks, 
which were of course on fire. Colorado Route 12, the Highway of Legends, is all 
hide-and-seek curves, detouring around massive volcanic dikes and widely spaced 
valley ranches and cabins. The tiny town of Cuchara was my stopping point, with 
free lodgings courtesy of dear old Dad. You should try the Cuchara Inn, and do 

I’m barreling along a tiny Colorado highway on a 
sparkling sunny June afternoon with Asleep at the 
Wheel’s country music in my ears and a shiny new 
Moto Guzzi in full song. I turn north and there, over 
the corrugated peaks of the San Juan Mountains, 
is an apocalyptic plume of black smoke. Not again.

STORY AND PHOTOS BY LEE GOODWIN

A Fiery Lap
Pleasant detours in Colorado.

FAVORITE RIDE

Goose, goose – duck! Overlooking the stunning 
San Miguel Mountains on Colorado Route 145. Bishop Castle, “Built by one man with the help 

of God.”  But apparently not blueprints.
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Create a major new TV network and you get to 
build your own classic car museum. Here are just 
a fraction of the delights inside the Gateway Auto 
Museum, including a 1940 Indian 440 Scout.

FAVORITE RIDE

82 JUNE 2015             

old mining pack trails. Complete with 
terrifying sheer drop-offs, never-ending 
peg-scraping hairpins and all the near-
stationary RVs you would ever like to 
pass, you will encounter traffic in the 
summer but will still enjoy it. I hit Ouray 
around 4 pm, spent but happy, and spied 
a lit vacancy sign for the 122-year-old 
Hotel Ouray. It was inexpensive, comfy 
and directly across from the rooftop din-
ing at the Ouray Brewery.

Day 3 would be a loop, starting with 
a short run north to Whitewater. Riding 
west on State Route 141, the arrestingly 
named Unaweep-Tabeguache Scenic and 
Historic Byway, I found wide, sparse 
valleys and leafy river crossings, with no  
worries other than the occasional cattle 
guard. Hidden in this corner of nowhere 
is the Gateway Auto Museum, with 50 
or so American classics and even a couple 
of two-wheelers, unbelievably shiny and 
very up-close and touchable (but please 
don’t). After a restorative bratwurst and 
tater tots on the museum patio, I fol-
lowed the magnificent Dolores Canyon 
all the way back to Ouray, with utterly 
empty sweepers surrounded by massive 
Wingate Sandstone canyon walls. Budget 
some time here; several sections are worth 

The Million Dollar Highway, quite probably describing the cost of beveled and sheared-off footpegs 
and floorboards these days.

Entry to the visitor center atop Rocky Mountain National Park.  Dismount carefully at this rarified 
altitude.

MAP BY BILL TIPTON/COMPARTMAPS.COM
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repeating, maybe once at full steam to 
work on your go-fast technique, then 
again more leisurely to check out the 
hanging water flume left by the miners.

Day 4 was north again out of Ouray. I 
turned east on to U.S. Route 50 and wove 
alongside the stunning Black Canyon 

of the Gunnison, 35 miles of pleasant 
curves. Things got even better after I 
turned north onto State Route 92, track-
ing back along the north rim with even 
more hairpins, swoops and scenic over-
looks. After a quick lunch in Hotchkiss, 
I went north on State Route 133, an 

Above left: Classic American heavy metal at the 
Silverton train yard. Above right: Excellent his-
toric downtown lodging at the Hotel Ouray.

Facing page: Top: Midpoint of the Highway of 
Legends is the tiny hamlet of Cuchara. Bottom: 
The Dolores Canyon south of Gateway is simply 
miles of this. You will be grinning.
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easy ramble through the wine country 
around Paonia and then through the 
White River National Forest. Reaching 
Glenwood Springs I sought refuge in the 
Glenwood Hot Springs Pool, a relaxing 
oasis for mountain travelers since 1888.

Day 5 was time to go home. West on 
I-70 provides the best our great nation has 
to offer in Interstate freeway travel, with 
20 miles of elevated curviness. After that 
it gets boring, so I headed north on tiny 
Colorado River Road (County Road 301) 
at Dotsero. This forgotten shortcut of old 
tarmac and gravel is delightful, flowing 
past farms and ranches, and following 
the curves of the just-hatched Colorado 
River. From there it was nothing but 
two-lane up to Rocky Mountain National 
Park. Trail Ridge Road is the highest 
continuous paved road in America, always 
tourist-filled but stunning in small details 
and vast vistas. Descending from the peak 
of 12,183 feet, I pinballed around the 
elk-gawking tourists in Estes Park and 
then headed for home. I couldn’t help but 
notice—no smoke. Nice.

Above left: Classic American heavy metal at the 
Silverton train yard. Above right: Excellent his-
toric downtown lodging at the Hotel Ouray.

Facing page: Top: Midpoint of the Highway of 
Legends is the tiny hamlet of Cuchara. Bottom: 
The Dolores Canyon south of Gateway is simply 
miles of this. You will be grinning.
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RIDE FOR KIDS
37 Rides all over the U.S.

The Ride for Kids program is a national series 
of motorcycle rides that supports the work of 
the Pediatric Brain Tumor Foundation. Its mis-
sion is to eliminate the challenges of childhood 
brain tumors by funding medical research and 
family support programs. The ride program 
begins in April and lasts through October. Log 
on to find details on a full slate of rides.
(800) 253-6530
rideforkids.org
pbtfus.org

PROGRESSIVE INTERNATIONAL 
MOTORCYCLE SHOWS

November 20-22: Long Beach, California, 
December 11-13: New York, New York, 
January 8-10: Miami, Florida,  
January 22-24: Dallas, Texas,  
January 29-31: Cleveland, Ohio, 
February 5-7: Minneapolis, Minnesota, 
February 12–14: Chicago, Illinois

See all the latest new models, riding gear and 
accessories at these huge shows. At some it’s 
possible to take demo rides and enjoy stunt-
riding exhibitions. You may even meet some 
famous motorcycling personalities there. They 
start in late fall and continue into early 2016.
(800) 331-5706
motorcycleshows.com

33RD ANNUAL LAUGHLIN  
RIVER RUN

April 22-26: Laughlin, Nevada

The West’s biggest motorcycle rally takes 
place on the river in Laughlin, Nevada, and 
features not only riding on old Route 66 but 
also casino gambling and major shows. And 
speaking of shows, the rally concert series 
includes performances by Slaughter, Foghat 
and Burton Cummings.
laughlinriverrun.com

What could be more fun than saddling up your 
bike, hitting the road, and joining a few thousand 
of your closest friends at a major bike event? To 
simplify life for our readers, we have listed the 
national rallies of many of the major clubs and 
organizations, with a brief description and con-
tact information. Many of these events feature 
organized rides, vendors, live entertainment, 
seminars, bike shows, demo rides from the 
major manufacturers and much more. Please 
check the website before hitting the road, as 
details can change.

RALLIES  CLUBS&
BY BILL STERMER

Make the Scene in 2015
Rider’s Annual Touring Events Calendar

Americade, the East’s largest touring 
rally, takes place in beautiful Lake 
George, New York, June 1-6.
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RIDE FOR KIDS
37 Rides all over the U.S.

The Ride for Kids program is a national series 
of motorcycle rides that supports the work of 
the Pediatric Brain Tumor Foundation. Its mis-
sion is to eliminate the challenges of childhood 
brain tumors by funding medical research and 
family support programs. The ride program 
begins in April and lasts through October. Log 
on to find details on a full slate of rides.
(800) 253-6530
rideforkids.org
pbtfus.org

PROGRESSIVE INTERNATIONAL 
MOTORCYCLE SHOWS

November 20-22: Long Beach, California, 
December 11-13: New York, New York, 
January 8-10: Miami, Florida,  
January 22-24: Dallas, Texas,  
January 29-31: Cleveland, Ohio, 
February 5-7: Minneapolis, Minnesota, 
February 12–14: Chicago, Illinois

See all the latest new models, riding gear and 
accessories at these huge shows. At some it’s 
possible to take demo rides and enjoy stunt-
riding exhibitions. You may even meet some 
famous motorcycling personalities there. They 
start in late fall and continue into early 2016.
(800) 331-5706
motorcycleshows.com

33RD ANNUAL LAUGHLIN  
RIVER RUN

April 22-26: Laughlin, Nevada

The West’s biggest motorcycle rally takes 
place on the river in Laughlin, Nevada, and 
features not only riding on old Route 66 but 
also casino gambling and major shows. And 
speaking of shows, the rally concert series 
includes performances by Slaughter, Foghat 
and Burton Cummings.
laughlinriverrun.com

RALLIES  CLUBS
MYRTLE BEACH BIKE WEEK 
SPRING RALLY

May 8-17: Myrtle Beach area, South 
Carolina

The biggest spring event in the Carolinas, 
this 76th edition features rides up the coast 
(also known as the Grand Strand) along with 
guided tours and vendors. In concert at the 
Speedway you’ll get to see Travis Tritt, The 
Charlie Daniels Band and The Outlaws.
(336) 643-1367
myrtlebeachbikeweek.com

RUN FOR THE WALL XXVII
May 13-22: Cross-country ride to 
Washington, D.C.

This organized cross-country ride is intended 
to promote healing among all veterans and 
their families and friends, to call for an ac-
counting of all Prisoners of War and those 
Missing in Action (POW/MIA), to honor the 
memory of those Killed in Action (KIA) from 
all wars, and to support our military person-
nel worldwide. Riders from every part of the 
country will converge on Washington, D.C., 
for the Memorial Day weekend.
(925) 890-3478 • rftw.org

ASPENCASH MOTORCYCLE RALLY
May 14-17: Ruidoso, New Mexico

Now in its 18th year, this rally in scenic New 
Mexico is an AMA Premier Touring Series Na-
tional Rally and features live music, demo rides, 
a $10,000 poker run, and a four-day trade 
show with 33,000 square feet of vendors.
(575) 973-4977 • motorcyclerally.com

THE QUAIL MOTORCYCLE 
GATHERING

May 16: Carmel, California

This 7th annual event celebrates the past, 
present and future of motorcycling by hon-
oring both pre- and post-war eras of the 
world’s finest sport and racing bikes. Catego-
ries include: A Tribute to Military Motorcycles, 
Formula 750 Group, the Chopper, Antique, 
Custom/Modified, Competition, Scooter, and 
various national classes. The event also fea-
tures a gourmet barbeque lunch, live enter-
tainment, leading motorcycle manufacturers 
and lifestyle vendors.
(831) 620-8879
http://signatureevents.peninsula.com/en/
Motorcycle/Motorcycle.html

RIDING INTO HISTORY
May 22-23: Jacksonville, Florida

This two-day event starts with a vintage ride 
Friday through Florida’s backroads to Corky 
Bells in Palatka, led by former racer Dave Al-
dana. It is strictly for vintage bikes and their 
riders, and pre-registration is required. Then 
Saturday is a concours d’elegance, preceded 
by a K9s for Warriors charity ride to the event. 
There is free entry for qualified vintage bikes, 
or it’s $10 for spectators.
(904) 677-9452
ridingintohistory.org

RUN-A-MUCCA MOTORCYCLE 
RALLY

May 22-24: Winnemucca, Nevada.

This 14th Annual rally will offer free live 
concerts, a $1,000 poker run, stunt shows, 
barbecue and The Burning Bike. Also enjoy 
the vendors, tattoo contest, bike raffle, casino 
action, and enter your bike in the bike show.
(775) 623-5071
runamucca.com

THE 20TH ANNUAL CLASSIC 
JAPANESE MOTORCYCLE CLUB 
SWAP MEET & SHOW

May 29-30: Gold Country 
Fairgrounds, Auburn, California

Bring or ride your classic Japanese bike, 
parts to swap or sell, or just come to ride 
around the local scenic area. There are Peo-
ples Choice awards, and the featured bike 
this year is the Honda Gold Wing, all years 
and models.
Allen Siekman, allen@ebold.com
(831) 566-3381
cjmc.org

AMERICADE
June 1-6: Lake George, New York

The East’s largest touring rally offers stunt 
shows, rodeos, barbecues, parades, a new 
concert series, guided and unguided tours, 
comedy shows and free rider education. 
There will also be boat cruises, a huge vendor 
area and demos from most manufacturers. 
Rider’s own Clement Salvadori will be one of 
the featured speakers, and Rider magazine 
will sponsor the Opening Celebration.
(518) 798-7888
americade.com

MOTHER ROAD RIDE RALLY
June 10-21: Chicago to Los Angeles

This rolling 12-day rally follows the 2,448-
mile course of historic old Route 66 from 
Chicago to Los Angeles. The rally group 
will ride across the Mississippi River on the 
Chain of Rocks Bridge, hit the Ozark Trail, 
ride some of Route 66’s original red brick 
pavement and experience a breakfast stop 
in the ghost town of Oatman, Arizona. Upon 
completion, there’s an awards dinner in 
Santa Monica.
(352) 684-5293
(304) 422-0478
ridert66.com

LACONIA MOTORCYCLE WEEK
June 13-21: Laconia, New Hampshire

Held in scenic Weirs Beach, this event 
incorporates a great street scene, demo 
rides, bike build-off and paint-off compe-
titions, boat cruises, scenic rides and a 
ride up 6,288-foot Mount Washington, the 
highest peak in the Northeast. There’s also 
fireworks, a stunt show, ride-in bike show 
and the 92nd annual Loudon Classic mo-
torcycle race.
(603) 366-2000
laconiamcweek.com

CONCOURS OWNERS GROUP 
“CONCOURS IN THE CORNERS” 
NATIONAL RALLY

June 15-19: Cortez, Colorado

Fans and owners of the Kawasaki Concours 
can hang around the rally site for the ven-
dors, seminars, bike show and banquet. Then 
they can go riding to the Four Corners Na-
tional Monument, Mesa Verde National Park,  
Anasazi Heritage Center and to many other 
national and state parks in and around the 
Rockies.
cog-online.org

RENO RENDEZVOUS
June 18-20: Reno, Nevada

Headquartered at the Grand Sierra Resort, 
this first-annual touring rally will feature a 
kickoff party, trade show, demo rides, semi-
nars and stunt shows. In addition to scenic 
rides be sure to stick around for the comedy 
show, and a concert by CCR.
(623) 581-2500
renorendezvous.org
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44TH MOTO GUZZI NATIONAL 
OWNERS CLUB RALLY

June 18-21: Swanzey, New 
Hampshire

This rally will be held at the Cheshire Fair-
grounds and will offer tent camping and RV 
hookups, three dinners and local rides to the 
covered bridge, Hogback Mountain, and the 
Ben & Jerry’s ice cream factory. There will be 
local Moto Guzzi dealer support, and a visit 
from custom bike builder Walt Siegl.
(603) 355-9373 • (603) 903-0140
mgnoc.com

MOTORCYCLE SPORT TOURING 
ASSOCIATION RALLY (STAR)

June 21-24: Springdale, Arkansas

Not only will attendees be able to go riding on 
scenic backroads, but members of the MSTA 
will also be able to request raffle tickets for the 
grand prize Yamaha FJR1300. Other events 
associated with the rally will be a lunch at the 
BMW dealership in Bentonville, and the oppor-

tunity to take a track day at the Hallett Motor 
Racing Circuit near Tulsa, Oklahoma.
(479) 824-5738
ridemsta.com

26TH ANNUAL AMERICAN 
VOYAGER ASSOCIATION 
INTERNATIONAL RALLY

June 22-25: Estes Park, Colorado

It was originally started to bring together 
owners of the Kawasaki Voyager tourer, but 
the AVA has since evolved into an all-brands 
club for those who like to “voyage” on their 
motorcycles. The rally will feature guided and 
self-guided rides around the area, bike games, 
a parade, bike show and an awards banquet.
amervoyassoc.org

MTA GATHERING
June 22-26: Dillard, Georgia

The Motorcycle Touring Association is an all-
brands club, and its national rally will feature a 
poker run, field events, a bike show, light show, 
bingo, 50/50 drawings, grand prizes and a ban-
quet. Local rides will go to Great Smoky Moun-

tains National Park, Blue Ridge Parkway, Deals 
Gap, Cherohala Skyway, Tallulah Gorge, Devil’s 
Triangle and scenic Helen, Georgia.
(970) 663-2044
mtariders.com

THUNDER IN THE VALLEY
June 25-28: Johnstown, 
Pennsylvania

This rally began in 1998, and is located about 
70 miles east of Pittsburgh. In addition to ven-
dors, scenic rides and live music, take advan-
tage of displays and demo rides. And don’t for-
get the Johnstown Flood Museum that tells the 
tragic tale of this town’s history.
(800) 237-8590
johnstownthunder.com

WOMEN ON WHEELS 29TH 
ANNUAL INTERNATIONAL RIDE-IN

July 7-9: Oconomowoc, Wisconsin

Women on Wheels (WOW) is a club for wom-
en who ride, and its annual Ride-In is held 
at a different location each year. One must 
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be a member to attend the rally, and this 
year’s edition will feature food, vendors and 
a chance to reconnect with old friends while 
making new ones.
womenonwheels.org

AMA VINTAGE   
MOTORCYCLE DAYS

July 10-12: Mid-Ohio Sports Car 
Course, Lexington, Ohio

This major event includes vintage motorcycle 
road racing, motocross, trials, hare scram-
bles and dirt track. It also incorporates a 
huge swap meet, seminars, bike shows, and 
stars from the sport’s past and present. All 
proceeds benefit the American Motorcyclist 
Association’s Motorcycle Hall of Fame Mu-
seum in Pickerington, Ohio.
(800) AMA-JOIN
americanmotorcyclist.com

GOLD RUSH XXVIII
July 13-16: Albuquerque, New 
Mexico

An annual event sponsored by the Gold Wing 
Touring Association, the Gold Rush offers bike 
judging, a light parade, ice-cream social, rider 
education seminars, entertainment, rides and 

bike games in and around scenic Albuquerque.
(800) 960-GWTA (4982)
(317) 243-6822
gwta.org

1ST ANNUAL DEADWOOD 3 
WHEELER MOTORCYCLE RALLY

July 16-19: Deadwood, South Dakota

Ride your trike to this inaugural rally in his-
toric Deadwood and take part in the scav-
enger hunt, slot tournament and bike show. 
Also enjoy organized rides to the Crazy Horse 
Memorial and Devils Tower.
(800) 274-1876 x1105
d3wr.com

ENI FIM WORLD SUPERBIKE 
ROUND, LAGUNA SECA

July 17-19: Mazda Raceway Laguna 
Seca, Monterey, California

Come see the world’s best Superbike rac-
ers on bikes loosely based upon production 
machines as they challenge each other on 
Laguna Seca’s hilly, twisting course. Practice 

AMA Vintage Motorcycle Days is held 
at the Mid-Ohio Sports Car Course in 
Lexington, Ohio, July 10-12.
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is Friday, qualifying Saturday and there are 
two races Sunday.
(831) 242-8200
mazdaraceway.com

STAR DAYS
July 20-24: Longmont, Colorado

Star Days is devoted to fans of Yamaha’s 
Star line of cruisers, and this 15th anni-
versary event will include rides, seminars, 
vendors, a bike show, food, camaraderie 
and entertainment. Each year Star Days 
has a Vets Ride to honor veterans, a Tin 
Star ride to honor our first responders, a 
History Ride to learn about the local area, 
and a Swampazz ride…whatever that is.
(520) 292-0200
stardays.org

43RD ANNUAL BMW 
MOTORCYCLE OWNERS 
ASSOCIATION INTERNATIONAL 
RALLY

July 23-25: Billings, Montana

Owners and fans of BMW motorcycles will 
prepare to “Be the Adventure” in Billings 
for this annual mega-event. In addition to 
the demo rides, bike judging, seminars and 
vendors be sure to visit the Rimrocks, Little 
Bighorn Battlefield National Monument and 
ride the stunning Beartooth Highway.
(636) 394-7277
bmwmoa.org

STURGIS RALLY & RACES
August 3-9: Sturgis, South Dakota

This 75th annual event is huge, the quint-
essential all-brands summer biker bash 
with bike shows, vendors, big-name bands 
and demo rides in addition to hillclimbs 
and racing on the dragstrip, short track 
and half-mile. Ride into the Black Hills to 
take in Mt. Rushmore, and the Crazy Horse 
Memorial, or to Devils Tower or Badlands, 
then head back into town for the huge 
street scene.
(605) 720-0800
sturgismotorcyclerally.com

RED BULL INDIANAPOLIS 
MOTOGP

August 7-9: Indianapolis, Indiana

The Red Bull Indianapolis GP is the second 
U.S. round of premier MotoGP, Moto2 and 
Moto3 competition. Spanish wunderkind 
Marc Márquez has won the last two years 

here—along with the championship—
dragging not only knees but elbows on the 
16-turn, 2.6-mile infield course that utilizes 
a short section of the legendary Indy track. 
Come to see him challenge Valentino Rossi 
and the rest of the best at this historic site. 
Practice is Friday, qualifying Saturday and 
they race on Sunday.
(800) 822-INDY
redbullindianapolisgp.com

THE MEET AT ACM
August 22: Seattle, Washington

The Vintage Motorcycle Show at America’s 
Car Museum bills itself as the Meet, “the 
go-to vintage bike event in the Northwest,” 
and last year hosted more than 2,000 at-
tendees and 300 bikes. This year they are 
inviting bikes built before 1990, and the 
event features demo rides, vendor booths, 
free seminars and a Sunday ride through the 
Puget Sound in addition to more than a doz-
en judged classes as part of the motorcycle 
competition.
(253) 779-8490
(877) 902-8490
vintagemotorcyclefestival.com

BONNEVILLE MOTORCYCLE 
SPEED TRIALS

August 29-September 3: Bonneville 
Salt Flats, Utah

Formerly known as the Bub Motorcycle 
Speed Trials, the event has a new owner and 
is now named for the famed Bonneville Salt 
Flats. This is the premier motorcycle land 
speed racing event sanctioned by the AMA 
and FIM, with contenders in many classes 
from world-class streamliners to “run what-
cha brung” on the historic salt flats. So bring 
a bike and see what it’ll do.
bonnevillespeedtrials.com

WING DING 37
September 3-6: Huntsville, Alabama

The Gold Wing Road Riders Association will 
once again be sponsoring this major rally 
that will include GWRRA ceremonies, an in-
door trade show, demo rides, seminars and 
parades, live entertainment, tours and din-
ners. There will also be prize giveaways, 
rider education safety courses, CPR classes 
and more.
(800) 843-9460
(623) 581-2500
wing-ding.org

35TH ANNUAL DAVIS RALLY
September 11-12: New Hampton, 
Iowa

The Davis family began this rally in 1978, 
their children inherited it some years later, 
and now the grandchildren will be running 
the show in 2015. They pledge to update the 
rally with new contests, bands, games, a bike 
show, and guided and self-guided tours. De-
tails were limited at press time, so check the 
website for full details.
(847) 828-2827
davismotorcyclerally.com

GOLDEN ASPEN MOTORCYCLE 
RALLY

Sept. 16-20: Ruidoso, New Mexico

Now in its 46th year, this AMA Nation-
al Road Riding Convention features an 
86,000-square-foot vendor show, seven 
poker runs/tours and bike judging. Some 
meals are included, and Barnett Harley-
Davidson sponsors the bike giveaway.
(575) 973-4977
motorcyclerally.com

BIKES BLUES & BBQ
September 23-26: Fayetteville, 
Arkansas

What started as a small rally has grown in 
16 years to a major event. Plenty of local and 
regional bands will offer free concerts and 
there will be a car show, vintage bike show, 
the Stokes Air Bike Show, a Miss BBB con-
test and the Arkansas State BBQ contest. You 
can participate in the karaoke contest, demo 
rides and the hundreds of vendors will be de-
lighted to see you. And of course, the local 
riding is spectacular.
bikesbluesandbbq.org

BMW RIDERS ASSOCIATION 
NATIONAL RALLY

October 1-4: Harrison, Arkansas

The BMW RA touts route Route 123 North in 
Newton County, near Harrison, as one of the 
great roads in the country. They also state 
that the locals (and the local constabulary) 
are friendly, the food will be awesome and 
the music outstanding. Add in the fact that 
there’s very little traffic here and it should be 
a fun time.
(866) 924-7102
(262) 409-2899
bmwra.org/rally
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RALLIES  CLUBS& RALLIES  CLUBS&
BARBER VINTAGE   
FESTIVAL

October 9-11: Birmingham, Alabama

This 11th annual event says that it will have 
the second largest motorcycle swap meet in 
the world, and will feature vintage shows, 
vendors, stunt shows and access to the 
Barber Vintage Motorsports Museum. In the 
“Century Parade,” all bikes participating will 
be 100 years old or older.
(205) 699-7275
barbervintagefestival.org

44TH ANNUAL GRIFFITH PARK 
SIDECAR RALLY

October 11: Griffith Park, Los 
Angeles, California

Ride your rig to this one-day family side-
car rally in scenic Griffith Park, where more 
than 300 sidecar rigs are expected to con-
gregate. Park your hack in the sidecar area, 
and for $10 you’ll be given a plaque com-
memorating the event. Spectators (non-
sidecars) are free.
(818) 780-5542
sidestrider.com

BIKETOBERFEST
October 15-18: Daytona Beach, 
Florida

When Daytona Bike Week in March is but 
a distant memory, Biketoberfest offers a 
smaller, more intimate version that includes 
motorcycle shows and rallies, live music, 
scenic rides along A1A and other historic 
roadways, a vibrant street scene, demo 
rides and plenty of vendors. And of course 
there will be racing on the high banks of 
the newly repaved Daytona International 
Speedway.
(386) 255-0415
biketoberfest.org

LOVE RIDE 32
October 18: Ride from Glendale to 
Castaic Lake, California

Billed as the largest one-day motorcycle 
fundraising event in the world, the Love Ride 
raises money for the Muscular Dystrophy As-
sociation. It features entertainment by major 
bands (check the website for this year’s fea-
tured performers), and that warm glow from 
knowing you’ve helped those in need.
(818) 246-5618
loveride.org

CHRISTIAN MOTORCYCLISTS 
ASSOCIATION CHANGING OF THE 
COLORS RALLY

October 21-25: Iron Mountain, 
Hatfield, Arkansas

Billed as the largest camp meeting, revival 
and family-friendly bike gathering, the CMA’s 
Changing of the Colors Rally is held in sce-
nic west-central Arkansas. It offers riding in 
the Ouachita National Forest, the breathtak-
ing 54-mile Talimena National Scenic Byway, 
and 35 miles of off-road riding on trails at 
Wolf Pen Gap. Enjoy the many campfires and 
the picnic tables in the Iron Mountain Pavil-

ion, and hear John Ogden Sr., CEO/Chairman 
share about CMA’s ministry.
(870) 389-6196 x235
cmausa.org

LONE STAR RALLY
November 5-8: Galveston, Texas

This huge street rally offers bike, car and 
truck shows, lots of bands, vendors, a bike 
giveaway, the Vietnam Veterans Memorial 
Moving Wall and the Miss Lone Star Contest. 
There are also demo rides, along with plenty 
of rides up the coast and in the local area.
(386) 676-5683
lonestarrally.com

The Meet takes place at 
America’s Car Museum near 
Seattle, Washington, August 22.
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LIMIT 6 - Good at our stores or HarborFreight.com or by calling 
800-423-2567. Cannot be used with other discount or coupon or prior 
purchases after 30 days from original purchase with original receipt. 
Offer good while supplies last. Non-transferable. Original coupon must be 
presented. Valid through 8/7/15. Limit one coupon per customer per day.

LIMIT 3 - Good at our stores or HarborFreight.com or by calling 
800-423-2567. Cannot be used with other discount or coupon or prior 
purchases after 30 days from original purchase with original receipt. 
Offer good while supplies last. Non-transferable. Original coupon must be 
presented. Valid through 8/7/15. Limit one coupon per customer per day.

LIMIT 6 - Good at our stores or HarborFreight.com or by calling 
800-423-2567. Cannot be used with other discount or coupon or prior 
purchases after 30 days from original purchase with original receipt. 
Offer good while supplies last. Non-transferable. Original coupon must be 
presented. Valid through 8/7/15. Limit one coupon per customer per day.

LIMIT 4 - Good at our stores or HarborFreight.com or by calling 
800-423-2567. Cannot be used with other discount or coupon or prior 
purchases after 30 days from original purchase with original receipt. 
Offer good while supplies last. Non-transferable. Original coupon must be 
presented. Valid through 8/7/15. Limit one coupon per customer per day.

LIMIT 8 - Good at our stores or HarborFreight.com or by calling 
800-423-2567. Cannot be used with other discount or coupon or prior 
purchases after 30 days from original purchase with original receipt. 
Offer good while supplies last. Non-transferable. Original coupon must be 
presented. Valid through 8/7/15. Limit one coupon per customer per day.
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LIMIT 5 - Good at our stores or HarborFreight.com or by calling 
800-423-2567. Cannot be used with other discount or coupon or prior 
purchases after 30 days from original purchase with original receipt. 
Offer good while supplies last. Non-transferable. Original coupon must be 
presented. Valid through 8/7/15. Limit one coupon per customer per day.

LIMIT 3 - Good at our stores or HarborFreight.com or by calling 
800-423-2567. Cannot be used with other discount or coupon or prior 
purchases after 30 days from original purchase with original receipt. 
Offer good while supplies last. Non-transferable. Original coupon must be 
presented. Valid through 8/7/15. Limit one coupon per customer per day.

LIMIT 9 - Good at our stores or HarborFreight.com or by calling 
800-423-2567. Cannot be used with other discount or coupon or prior 
purchases after 30 days from original purchase with original receipt. 
Offer good while supplies last. Non-transferable. Original coupon must be 
presented. Valid through 8/7/15. Limit one coupon per customer per day.

LIMIT 5 - Good at our stores or HarborFreight.com or by calling 
800-423-2567. Cannot be used with other discount or coupon or prior 
purchases after 30 days from original purchase with original receipt. 
Offer good while supplies last. Non-transferable. Original coupon must be 
presented. Valid through 8/7/15. Limit one coupon per customer per day.

LIMIT 6 - Good at our stores or HarborFreight.com or by calling 
800-423-2567. Cannot be used with other discount or coupon or prior 
purchases after 30 days from original purchase with original receipt. 
Offer good while supplies last. Non-transferable. Original coupon must be 
presented. Valid through 8/7/15. Limit one coupon per customer per day.

LIMIT 8 - Good at our stores or HarborFreight.com or by calling 
800-423-2567. Cannot be used with other discount or coupon or prior 
purchases after 30 days from original purchase with original receipt. 
Offer good while supplies last. Non-transferable. Original coupon must be 
presented. Valid through 8/7/15. Limit one coupon per customer per day.

WOWSUPER 
COUPON

LIMIT 4 - Good at our stores or HarborFreight.com or by calling 
800-423-2567. Cannot be used with other discount or coupon or prior 
purchases after 30 days from original purchase with original receipt. 
Offer good while supplies last. Non-transferable. Original coupon must be 
presented. Valid through 8/7/15. Limit one coupon per customer per day.

WOWSUPER 
COUPON

LIMIT 4 - Good at our stores or HarborFreight.com or by calling 800-
423-2567. Cannot be used with other discount or coupon or prior 
purchases after 30 days from original purchase with original receipt. 
Offer good while supplies last. Non-transferable. Original coupon must be 
presented. Valid through 8/7/15. Limit one coupon per customer per day.

LIMIT 3 - Good at our stores or HarborFreight.com or by calling 800-
423-2567. Cannot be used with other discount or coupon or prior 
purchases after 30 days from original purchase with original receipt. 
Offer good while supplies last. Non-transferable. Original coupon must be 
presented. Valid through 8/7/15. Limit one coupon per customer per day.
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How Does Harbor Freight 
Sell GREAT QUALITY Tools 

at the LOWEST Prices?
We have invested millions 
of dollars in our own 
state-of-the-art quality test 
labs and millions more in 
our factories, so our tools 
will go toe-to-toe with the 
top professional brands. 
And we can sell them for a 
fraction of the price because 
we cut out the middle man 
and pass the savings on to 
you. It’s just that simple! 
Come visit one of our 
550 Stores Nationwide.

SUPER COUPON

LIMIT 1 - Save 20% on any one item purchased at our stores or 
HarborFreight.com or by calling 800-423-2567. *Cannot be used with 
other discount, coupon, gift cards, Inside Track Club membership, 
extended service plans or on any of the following: compressors, 
generators, tool storage or carts, welders, fl oor jacks, Towable Ride-
On Trencher, Saw Mill (Item 61712/62366/67138), Predator Gas 
Power Items, open box items, in-store event or parking lot sale items. 
Not valid on prior purchases after 30 days from original purchase 
date with original receipt. Non-transferable. Original coupon must be 
presented. Valid through 8/7/15. Limit one coupon per customer per day.

20%
OFFANY 

SINGLE 
ITEM

WOWSUPER 
COUPON

LIMIT 5 - Good at our stores or HarborFreight.com or by calling 
800-423-2567. Cannot be used with other discount or coupon or prior 
purchases after 30 days from original purchase with original receipt. 
Offer good while supplies last. Non-transferable. Original coupon must be 
presented. Valid through 8/7/15. Limit one coupon per customer per day.

LIMIT 3 - Good at our stores or HarborFreight.com or by calling 800-423-2567. Cannot 
be used with other discount or coupon or prior purchases after 30 days from original 
purchase with original receipt. Offer good while supplies last. Non-transferable. Original 
coupon must be presented. Valid through 8/7/15. Limit one coupon per customer per day.

SUPER COUPON

LIMIT 1 - Cannot be used with other discount, coupon or prior purchase. 
Coupon good at our stores, HarborFreight.com or by calling 800-423-2567. 
Offer good while supplies last. Shipping & Handling charges may apply if not 
picked up in-store. Non-transferable. Original coupon must be presented. 
Valid through 8/7/15. Limit one FREE GIFT coupon per customer per day. 

FREE
WITH ANY PURCHASE
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LIMIT 5 - Good at our stores or HarborFreight.com or by calling 
800-423-2567. Cannot be used with other discount or coupon or prior 
purchases after 30 days from original purchase with original receipt. 
Offer good while supplies last. Non-transferable. Original coupon must be 
presented. Valid through 8/7/15. Limit one coupon per customer per day.

LIMIT 3 - Good at our stores or HarborFreight.com or by calling 
800-423-3567. Cannot be used with other discount or coupon or prior 
purchases after 30 days from original purchase with original receipt. 
Offer good while supplies last. Non-transferable. Original coupon must be 
presented. Valid through 8/7/15. Limit one coupon per customer per day.

LIMIT 3 - Good at our stores or HarborFreight.com or by calling 
800-423-2567. Cannot be used with other discount or coupon or prior 
purchases after 30 days from original purchase with original receipt. 
Offer good while supplies last. Non-transferable. Original coupon must be 
presented. Valid through 8/7/15. Limit one coupon per customer per day.

LIMIT 4 - Good at our stores or HarborFreight.com or by calling 
800-423-2567. Cannot be used with other discount or coupon or prior 
purchases after 30 days from original purchase with original receipt. 
Offer good while supplies last. Non-transferable. Original coupon must be 
presented. Valid through 8/7/15. Limit one coupon per customer per day.

LIMIT 9 - Good at our stores or HarborFreight.com or by calling 
800-423-2567. Cannot be used with other discount or coupon or prior 
purchases after 30 days from original purchase with original receipt. 
Offer good while supplies last. Non-transferable. Original coupon must be 
presented. Valid through 8/7/15. Limit one coupon per customer per day.

LIMIT 8 - Good at our stores or HarborFreight.com or by calling 
800-423-2567. Cannot be used with other discount or coupon or prior 
purchases after 30 days from original purchase with original receipt. 
Offer good while supplies last. Non-transferable. Original coupon must be 
presented. Valid through 8/7/15. Limit one coupon per customer per day.
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LIMIT 5 - Good at our stores or HarborFreight.com or by calling 
800-423-2567. Cannot be used with other discount or coupon or prior 
purchases after 30 days from original purchase with original receipt. 
Offer good while supplies last. Non-transferable. Original coupon must be 
presented. Valid through 8/7/15. Limit one coupon per customer per day.

LIMIT 7 - Good at our stores or HarborFreight.com or by calling 800-
423-2567. Cannot be used with other discount or coupon or prior 
purchases after 30 days from original purchase with original receipt. 
Offer good while supplies last. Non-transferable. Original coupon must be 
presented. Valid through 8/7/15. Limit one coupon per customer per day.

LIMIT 3 - Good at our stores or HarborFreight.com or by calling 800-
423-2567. Cannot be used with other discount or coupon or prior 
purchases after 30 days from original purchase with original receipt. 
Offer good while supplies last. Non-transferable. Original coupon must be 
presented. Valid through 8/7/15. Limit one coupon per customer per day.

LIMIT 6 - Good at our stores or HarborFreight.com or by calling 
800-423-2567. Cannot be used with other discount or coupon or prior 
purchases after 30 days from original purchase with original receipt. 
Offer good while supplies last. Non-transferable. Original coupon must be 
presented. Valid through 8/7/15. Limit one coupon per customer per day.

LIMIT 4 - Good at our stores or HarborFreight.com or by calling 
800-423-2567. Cannot be used with other discount or coupon or prior 
purchases after 30 days from original purchase with original receipt. 
Offer good while supplies last. Non-transferable. Original coupon must be 
presented. Valid through 8/7/15. Limit one coupon per customer per day.

LIMIT 5 - Good at our stores or HarborFreight.com or by calling 
800-423-2567. Cannot be used with other discount or coupon or prior 
purchases after 30 days from original purchase with original receipt. 
Offer good while supplies last. Non-transferable. Original coupon must be 
presented. Valid through 8/7/15. Limit one coupon per customer per day.

LIMIT 5 - Good at our stores or HarborFreight.com or by calling 
800-423-2567. Cannot be used with other discount or coupon or prior 
purchases after 30 days from original purchase with original receipt. 
Offer good while supplies last. Non-transferable. Original coupon must be 
presented. Valid through 8/7/15. Limit one coupon per customer per day.
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• 100% Satisfaction Guaranteed
• Over 25 Million Satisfi ed Customers

• 550 Stores Nationwide
• HarborFreight.com    800-423-2567

• No Hassle Return Policy
• Lifetime Warranty On All Hand Tools

LIMIT 3 - Good at our stores or HarborFreight.com or by calling 
800-423-2567. Cannot be used with other discount or coupon or prior 
purchases after 30 days from original purchase with original receipt. 
Offer good while supplies last. Non-transferable. Original coupon must be 
presented. Valid through 8/7/15. Limit one coupon per customer per day.

Customer Rating

HIGHEST QUALITY LOWEST PRICES EVERYDAYEVERYDAYEVERYDAY 550 Stores
Nationwide

VALUE
 $699 

SAVE 
$50

SAVE
OVER 

$332

REG. PRICE 
$699.99

 $42999 

 1000 LB. CAPACITY 
MOTORCYCLE LIFT 

LOT  69904
68892  shown

AWARD 
WINNING 
QUALITY

SAVE 
$400 $29999

 2.5 HP, 21 GALLON, 125 PSI 
VERTICAL AIR COMPRESSOR 

LOT  67847 shown 
61454/61693

 $14999 
REG. PRICE $219 .99 

SAVE 
$70

SAVE 
$200

REG. PRICE $499. 99 

4000 PEAK/
3200 RUNNING WATTS

6.5 HP (212 CC) 
GAS GENERATORS

LOT  69675/69728
CALIFORNIA ONLY 

• 70 dB 
Noise Level
70 dB 

SUPER
   QUIET

 $29999 

 MOTORCYCLE 
WHEEL CHOCK 

LOT  69026 
60392 shown

SAVE 
$100

 $9999 

12 TON 
SHOP PRESS

REG. PRICE $199 .99 

• Pair of Arbor 
Plates Included

LOT  33497 
60604 shown

SAVE 
66%

$999
REG. PRICE $29.99

1/4" DRIVE

3/8" DRIVE

1/2" DRIVE

LOT  2696 /61277

LOT  807 /61276

LOT   239 shown
62431  

YOUR CHOICE!

• Accuracy 
within ±4%

 TORQUE 
WRENCH ES

"Impressive Accuracy, 
Amazing Value"

– Car Craft Magazine

72" x 80" 
MOVER'S BLANKET

LOT  66537 shown
69505 /62418

REG. PRICE $17 .99 
 $599 

SAVE 
66%

SAVE 
$55

• 700 ft. lbs. 
Max. Torque

1/2" INDUSTRIAL QUALITY 
SUPER HIGH  TORQUE 

IMPACT WRENCH 

 $7499 REG. 
PRICE 

$129 .99 

SAVE 
50%

SAVE 
66%

• 1000 lb. 
Capacity

 DIRT BIKE STAND 

LOT 67151

$1999
REG. PRICE 

$39.99

 $9999 

SAVE 
$180

REG. 
PRICE 

$279.99

  26", 4 DRAWER 
TOOL CART 
LOT 95659 shown

61634/61952
• 580 lb. 

Capacity
SAVE 
50%

 PNEUMATIC 
ADJUSTABLE 
ROLLER SEAT 

LOT 46319 shown
61160/61896

 $1999 
REG. PRICE $39 .99 

• 300 lb. 
Capacity

 $6999 
REG. PRICE $149 .99 

SAVE 
$80

 1500 LB. CAPACITY 
MOTORCYCLE LIFT 

LOT  2792 /69995 shown
60536/61632

 $599 REG. 
PRICE 

$14 .99 

LOT  61259 
90764 shown

32 PIECE 
SCREWDRIVER SET

SAVE 
60%

REG. PRICE $19.99
 $999 

LOT  95578/69645 /60625 shown
 4-1/2" ANGLE GRINDER  

SAVE 
50%

 $17999 

 40 LB. 
CAPACITY 

FLOOR BLAST 
CABINET 

REG. PRICE $299 .99 

LOT   62144
68893 shown

SAVE 
$120

SAVE 
50%

 MECHANIC'S 
SHOP TOWELS

PACK OF 50 
 LOT 46163 shown

 69649/61878
61837

 $999 
REG. PRICE $19 .99 

 ALUMINUM 
MOTORCYCLE WHEEL  

CLEANING STAND 

• 500 lb. Capacity

REG. PRICE 
$34 .99 

LOT 98800  

 $2099 

SAVE 
40%

 $14999 
REG. PRICE 

$199. 99 

10 FT. x 20 FT. PORTABLE 
CAR CANOPY

LOT 60728 
69034 shown

$9999

SAVE 
$90

SAVE 
$30

SAVE 
$100

SAVE 
$100

RETRACTABLE 
AIR HOSE REEL WITH 

3/8" x 50 FT. HOSE

LOT  93897 shown
69265 /62344

 $5999 
REG. PRICE 

$149 .99 

LARGE
LOT  

68497/61360 

MEDIUM
LOT  

68496 /61363

X-LARGE
LOT   61359

68498 shown

POWDER-FREE 
NITRILE GLOVES 

PACK OF 100

 $649 
YOUR CHOICE!

REG. PRICE 
$11.99

• 5 mil. 
thickness

 $7999 REG. 
PRICE 

$129 .99 

 1650 PSI 
PRESSURE 

WASHER 
LOT   69488

• 1.3 GPM

4" MAGNETIC 
PARTS HOLDER

LOT 62535
90566 shown

REG. PRICE $5 .99 
 $199 

 $749 
REG. PRICE $14 .99 

4 PIECE ANTI-FATIGUE FOAM 
MAT SET

• Each pad 
measures 25" x 25"

LOT  94635 shown
61607 /62389

SAVE 
50%

SAVE 
$55

9" x 72"  2 PIECE STEEL 
LOADING RAMPS 

LOT 44649 shown
69591/69646

 $4499 REG. 
PRICE 

$99 .99 

• 1000 lb. 
Capacity

 $5999 
REG. PRICE $119 .99 

 RAPID PUMP® 

1.5 TON ALUMINUM 
RACING JACK 
• 3-1/2 Pumps 

Lifts Most 
Vehicles

• Weighs 27 lbs.

SAVE 
$60

 LOT 68053 shown 
69252/60569

62160/62496/62516

LOT 47257 shown
61585/62387

 6" DIGITAL CALIPER 

REG. PRICE 
$29 .99 

 $999 
Includes two 1.5V SR44 

button cell batteries.

SAVE 
66%

 $599 
REG. PRICE $14 .99 

 12 VOLT, 250 PSI
AIR COMPRESSOR 

LOT 61740 
4077 shown 

SAVE 
45%

SAVE 
40%

SAVE 
60%

LOT   95896  

 LOW PROFILE 
MOTORCYCLE DOLLY 

 $6999 
REG. PRICE $99 .99 

• 1250 lb. Capacity

2500 LB. ELECTRIC 
WINCH WITH WIRELESS 

REMOTE CONTROL
LOT  68146

 61297/61840
61258 shown

REG. PRICE $149.99
 $4999 

LOT 61609
67831 shown

26",  16 DRAWER 
ROLLER CABINET  

• 1060 lb. 
Capacity

• 14,600 cu. in. 
of storage

SUPER
 

COUPON!

SUPER
 

COUPON!

 $3999  $36999 
$2999

$31783

REG. PRICE 
$49 .99 

REG. PRICE 
$649.99

SUPER
 

COUPON!

LOT 69729/  69676 shown

3-1/2" SUPER BRIGHT
NINE LED ALUMINUM

FLASHLIGHT
LOT 69052 shown

69111/62522/62573

LOT  62627/68424  shown
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LIMIT 6 - Good at our stores or HarborFreight.com or by calling 
800-423-2567. Cannot be used with other discount or coupon or prior 
purchases after 30 days from original purchase with original receipt. 
Offer good while supplies last. Non-transferable. Original coupon must be 
presented. Valid through 8/7/15. Limit one coupon per customer per day.

LIMIT 3 - Good at our stores or HarborFreight.com or by calling 
800-423-2567. Cannot be used with other discount or coupon or prior 
purchases after 30 days from original purchase with original receipt. 
Offer good while supplies last. Non-transferable. Original coupon must be 
presented. Valid through 8/7/15. Limit one coupon per customer per day.

LIMIT 6 - Good at our stores or HarborFreight.com or by calling 
800-423-2567. Cannot be used with other discount or coupon or prior 
purchases after 30 days from original purchase with original receipt. 
Offer good while supplies last. Non-transferable. Original coupon must be 
presented. Valid through 8/7/15. Limit one coupon per customer per day.

LIMIT 4 - Good at our stores or HarborFreight.com or by calling 
800-423-2567. Cannot be used with other discount or coupon or prior 
purchases after 30 days from original purchase with original receipt. 
Offer good while supplies last. Non-transferable. Original coupon must be 
presented. Valid through 8/7/15. Limit one coupon per customer per day.

LIMIT 8 - Good at our stores or HarborFreight.com or by calling 
800-423-2567. Cannot be used with other discount or coupon or prior 
purchases after 30 days from original purchase with original receipt. 
Offer good while supplies last. Non-transferable. Original coupon must be 
presented. Valid through 8/7/15. Limit one coupon per customer per day.
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LIMIT 5 - Good at our stores or HarborFreight.com or by calling 
800-423-2567. Cannot be used with other discount or coupon or prior 
purchases after 30 days from original purchase with original receipt. 
Offer good while supplies last. Non-transferable. Original coupon must be 
presented. Valid through 8/7/15. Limit one coupon per customer per day.

LIMIT 3 - Good at our stores or HarborFreight.com or by calling 
800-423-2567. Cannot be used with other discount or coupon or prior 
purchases after 30 days from original purchase with original receipt. 
Offer good while supplies last. Non-transferable. Original coupon must be 
presented. Valid through 8/7/15. Limit one coupon per customer per day.

LIMIT 9 - Good at our stores or HarborFreight.com or by calling 
800-423-2567. Cannot be used with other discount or coupon or prior 
purchases after 30 days from original purchase with original receipt. 
Offer good while supplies last. Non-transferable. Original coupon must be 
presented. Valid through 8/7/15. Limit one coupon per customer per day.

LIMIT 5 - Good at our stores or HarborFreight.com or by calling 
800-423-2567. Cannot be used with other discount or coupon or prior 
purchases after 30 days from original purchase with original receipt. 
Offer good while supplies last. Non-transferable. Original coupon must be 
presented. Valid through 8/7/15. Limit one coupon per customer per day.

LIMIT 6 - Good at our stores or HarborFreight.com or by calling 
800-423-2567. Cannot be used with other discount or coupon or prior 
purchases after 30 days from original purchase with original receipt. 
Offer good while supplies last. Non-transferable. Original coupon must be 
presented. Valid through 8/7/15. Limit one coupon per customer per day.

LIMIT 8 - Good at our stores or HarborFreight.com or by calling 
800-423-2567. Cannot be used with other discount or coupon or prior 
purchases after 30 days from original purchase with original receipt. 
Offer good while supplies last. Non-transferable. Original coupon must be 
presented. Valid through 8/7/15. Limit one coupon per customer per day.

WOWSUPER 
COUPON

LIMIT 4 - Good at our stores or HarborFreight.com or by calling 
800-423-2567. Cannot be used with other discount or coupon or prior 
purchases after 30 days from original purchase with original receipt. 
Offer good while supplies last. Non-transferable. Original coupon must be 
presented. Valid through 8/7/15. Limit one coupon per customer per day.

WOWSUPER 
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LIMIT 4 - Good at our stores or HarborFreight.com or by calling 800-
423-2567. Cannot be used with other discount or coupon or prior 
purchases after 30 days from original purchase with original receipt. 
Offer good while supplies last. Non-transferable. Original coupon must be 
presented. Valid through 8/7/15. Limit one coupon per customer per day.

LIMIT 3 - Good at our stores or HarborFreight.com or by calling 800-
423-2567. Cannot be used with other discount or coupon or prior 
purchases after 30 days from original purchase with original receipt. 
Offer good while supplies last. Non-transferable. Original coupon must be 
presented. Valid through 8/7/15. Limit one coupon per customer per day.

SUPER
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How Does Harbor Freight 
Sell GREAT QUALITY Tools 

at the LOWEST Prices?
We have invested millions 
of dollars in our own 
state-of-the-art quality test 
labs and millions more in 
our factories, so our tools 
will go toe-to-toe with the 
top professional brands. 
And we can sell them for a 
fraction of the price because 
we cut out the middle man 
and pass the savings on to 
you. It’s just that simple! 
Come visit one of our 
550 Stores Nationwide.

SUPER COUPON

LIMIT 1 - Save 20% on any one item purchased at our stores or 
HarborFreight.com or by calling 800-423-2567. *Cannot be used with 
other discount, coupon, gift cards, Inside Track Club membership, 
extended service plans or on any of the following: compressors, 
generators, tool storage or carts, welders, fl oor jacks, Towable Ride-
On Trencher, Saw Mill (Item 61712/62366/67138), Predator Gas 
Power Items, open box items, in-store event or parking lot sale items. 
Not valid on prior purchases after 30 days from original purchase 
date with original receipt. Non-transferable. Original coupon must be 
presented. Valid through 8/7/15. Limit one coupon per customer per day.

20%
OFFANY 

SINGLE 
ITEM

WOWSUPER 
COUPON

LIMIT 5 - Good at our stores or HarborFreight.com or by calling 
800-423-2567. Cannot be used with other discount or coupon or prior 
purchases after 30 days from original purchase with original receipt. 
Offer good while supplies last. Non-transferable. Original coupon must be 
presented. Valid through 8/7/15. Limit one coupon per customer per day.

LIMIT 3 - Good at our stores or HarborFreight.com or by calling 800-423-2567. Cannot 
be used with other discount or coupon or prior purchases after 30 days from original 
purchase with original receipt. Offer good while supplies last. Non-transferable. Original 
coupon must be presented. Valid through 8/7/15. Limit one coupon per customer per day.

SUPER COUPON

LIMIT 1 - Cannot be used with other discount, coupon or prior purchase. 
Coupon good at our stores, HarborFreight.com or by calling 800-423-2567. 
Offer good while supplies last. Shipping & Handling charges may apply if not 
picked up in-store. Non-transferable. Original coupon must be presented. 
Valid through 8/7/15. Limit one FREE GIFT coupon per customer per day. 

FREE
WITH ANY PURCHASE
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LIMIT 5 - Good at our stores or HarborFreight.com or by calling 
800-423-2567. Cannot be used with other discount or coupon or prior 
purchases after 30 days from original purchase with original receipt. 
Offer good while supplies last. Non-transferable. Original coupon must be 
presented. Valid through 8/7/15. Limit one coupon per customer per day.

LIMIT 3 - Good at our stores or HarborFreight.com or by calling 
800-423-3567. Cannot be used with other discount or coupon or prior 
purchases after 30 days from original purchase with original receipt. 
Offer good while supplies last. Non-transferable. Original coupon must be 
presented. Valid through 8/7/15. Limit one coupon per customer per day.

LIMIT 3 - Good at our stores or HarborFreight.com or by calling 
800-423-2567. Cannot be used with other discount or coupon or prior 
purchases after 30 days from original purchase with original receipt. 
Offer good while supplies last. Non-transferable. Original coupon must be 
presented. Valid through 8/7/15. Limit one coupon per customer per day.

LIMIT 4 - Good at our stores or HarborFreight.com or by calling 
800-423-2567. Cannot be used with other discount or coupon or prior 
purchases after 30 days from original purchase with original receipt. 
Offer good while supplies last. Non-transferable. Original coupon must be 
presented. Valid through 8/7/15. Limit one coupon per customer per day.

LIMIT 9 - Good at our stores or HarborFreight.com or by calling 
800-423-2567. Cannot be used with other discount or coupon or prior 
purchases after 30 days from original purchase with original receipt. 
Offer good while supplies last. Non-transferable. Original coupon must be 
presented. Valid through 8/7/15. Limit one coupon per customer per day.

LIMIT 8 - Good at our stores or HarborFreight.com or by calling 
800-423-2567. Cannot be used with other discount or coupon or prior 
purchases after 30 days from original purchase with original receipt. 
Offer good while supplies last. Non-transferable. Original coupon must be 
presented. Valid through 8/7/15. Limit one coupon per customer per day.
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LIMIT 5 - Good at our stores or HarborFreight.com or by calling 
800-423-2567. Cannot be used with other discount or coupon or prior 
purchases after 30 days from original purchase with original receipt. 
Offer good while supplies last. Non-transferable. Original coupon must be 
presented. Valid through 8/7/15. Limit one coupon per customer per day.

LIMIT 7 - Good at our stores or HarborFreight.com or by calling 800-
423-2567. Cannot be used with other discount or coupon or prior 
purchases after 30 days from original purchase with original receipt. 
Offer good while supplies last. Non-transferable. Original coupon must be 
presented. Valid through 8/7/15. Limit one coupon per customer per day.

LIMIT 3 - Good at our stores or HarborFreight.com or by calling 800-
423-2567. Cannot be used with other discount or coupon or prior 
purchases after 30 days from original purchase with original receipt. 
Offer good while supplies last. Non-transferable. Original coupon must be 
presented. Valid through 8/7/15. Limit one coupon per customer per day.

LIMIT 6 - Good at our stores or HarborFreight.com or by calling 
800-423-2567. Cannot be used with other discount or coupon or prior 
purchases after 30 days from original purchase with original receipt. 
Offer good while supplies last. Non-transferable. Original coupon must be 
presented. Valid through 8/7/15. Limit one coupon per customer per day.

LIMIT 4 - Good at our stores or HarborFreight.com or by calling 
800-423-2567. Cannot be used with other discount or coupon or prior 
purchases after 30 days from original purchase with original receipt. 
Offer good while supplies last. Non-transferable. Original coupon must be 
presented. Valid through 8/7/15. Limit one coupon per customer per day.

LIMIT 5 - Good at our stores or HarborFreight.com or by calling 
800-423-2567. Cannot be used with other discount or coupon or prior 
purchases after 30 days from original purchase with original receipt. 
Offer good while supplies last. Non-transferable. Original coupon must be 
presented. Valid through 8/7/15. Limit one coupon per customer per day.

LIMIT 5 - Good at our stores or HarborFreight.com or by calling 
800-423-2567. Cannot be used with other discount or coupon or prior 
purchases after 30 days from original purchase with original receipt. 
Offer good while supplies last. Non-transferable. Original coupon must be 
presented. Valid through 8/7/15. Limit one coupon per customer per day.
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• 100% Satisfaction Guaranteed
• Over 25 Million Satisfi ed Customers

• 550 Stores Nationwide
• HarborFreight.com    800-423-2567

• No Hassle Return Policy
• Lifetime Warranty On All Hand Tools

LIMIT 3 - Good at our stores or HarborFreight.com or by calling 
800-423-2567. Cannot be used with other discount or coupon or prior 
purchases after 30 days from original purchase with original receipt. 
Offer good while supplies last. Non-transferable. Original coupon must be 
presented. Valid through 8/7/15. Limit one coupon per customer per day.

Customer Rating

HIGHEST QUALITY LOWEST PRICES EVERYDAYEVERYDAYEVERYDAY 550 Stores
Nationwide

VALUE
 $699 

SAVE 
$50

SAVE
OVER 

$332

REG. PRICE 
$699.99

 $42999 

 1000 LB. CAPACITY 
MOTORCYCLE LIFT 

LOT  69904
68892  shown

AWARD 
WINNING 
QUALITY

SAVE 
$400 $29999

 2.5 HP, 21 GALLON, 125 PSI 
VERTICAL AIR COMPRESSOR 

LOT  67847 shown 
61454/61693

 $14999 
REG. PRICE $219 .99 

SAVE 
$70

SAVE 
$200

REG. PRICE $499. 99 

4000 PEAK/
3200 RUNNING WATTS

6.5 HP (212 CC) 
GAS GENERATORS

LOT  69675/69728
CALIFORNIA ONLY 

• 70 dB 
Noise Level
70 dB 

SUPER
   QUIET

 $29999 

 MOTORCYCLE 
WHEEL CHOCK 

LOT  69026 
60392 shown

SAVE 
$100

 $9999 

12 TON 
SHOP PRESS

REG. PRICE $199 .99 

• Pair of Arbor 
Plates Included

LOT  33497 
60604 shown

SAVE 
66%

$999
REG. PRICE $29.99

1/4" DRIVE

3/8" DRIVE

1/2" DRIVE

LOT  2696 /61277

LOT  807 /61276

LOT   239 shown
62431  

YOUR CHOICE!

• Accuracy 
within ±4%

 TORQUE 
WRENCH ES

"Impressive Accuracy, 
Amazing Value"

– Car Craft Magazine

72" x 80" 
MOVER'S BLANKET

LOT  66537 shown
69505 /62418

REG. PRICE $17 .99 
 $599 

SAVE 
66%

SAVE 
$55

• 700 ft. lbs. 
Max. Torque

1/2" INDUSTRIAL QUALITY 
SUPER HIGH  TORQUE 

IMPACT WRENCH 

 $7499 REG. 
PRICE 

$129 .99 

SAVE 
50%

SAVE 
66%

• 1000 lb. 
Capacity

 DIRT BIKE STAND 

LOT 67151

$1999
REG. PRICE 

$39.99

 $9999 

SAVE 
$180

REG. 
PRICE 

$279.99

  26", 4 DRAWER 
TOOL CART 
LOT 95659 shown

61634/61952
• 580 lb. 

Capacity
SAVE 
50%

 PNEUMATIC 
ADJUSTABLE 
ROLLER SEAT 

LOT 46319 shown
61160/61896

 $1999 
REG. PRICE $39 .99 

• 300 lb. 
Capacity

 $6999 
REG. PRICE $149 .99 

SAVE 
$80

 1500 LB. CAPACITY 
MOTORCYCLE LIFT 

LOT  2792 /69995 shown
60536/61632

 $599 REG. 
PRICE 

$14 .99 

LOT  61259 
90764 shown

32 PIECE 
SCREWDRIVER SET

SAVE 
60%

REG. PRICE $19.99
 $999 

LOT  95578/69645 /60625 shown
 4-1/2" ANGLE GRINDER  

SAVE 
50%

 $17999 

 40 LB. 
CAPACITY 

FLOOR BLAST 
CABINET 

REG. PRICE $299 .99 

LOT   62144
68893 shown

SAVE 
$120

SAVE 
50%

 MECHANIC'S 
SHOP TOWELS

PACK OF 50 
 LOT 46163 shown

 69649/61878
61837

 $999 
REG. PRICE $19 .99 

 ALUMINUM 
MOTORCYCLE WHEEL  

CLEANING STAND 

• 500 lb. Capacity

REG. PRICE 
$34 .99 

LOT 98800  

 $2099 

SAVE 
40%

 $14999 
REG. PRICE 

$199. 99 

10 FT. x 20 FT. PORTABLE 
CAR CANOPY

LOT 60728 
69034 shown

$9999

SAVE 
$90

SAVE 
$30

SAVE 
$100

SAVE 
$100

RETRACTABLE 
AIR HOSE REEL WITH 

3/8" x 50 FT. HOSE

LOT  93897 shown
69265 /62344

 $5999 
REG. PRICE 

$149 .99 

LARGE
LOT  

68497/61360 

MEDIUM
LOT  

68496 /61363

X-LARGE
LOT   61359

68498 shown

POWDER-FREE 
NITRILE GLOVES 

PACK OF 100

 $649 
YOUR CHOICE!

REG. PRICE 
$11.99

• 5 mil. 
thickness

 $7999 REG. 
PRICE 

$129 .99 

 1650 PSI 
PRESSURE 

WASHER 
LOT   69488

• 1.3 GPM

4" MAGNETIC 
PARTS HOLDER

LOT 62535
90566 shown

REG. PRICE $5 .99 
 $199 

 $749 
REG. PRICE $14 .99 

4 PIECE ANTI-FATIGUE FOAM 
MAT SET

• Each pad 
measures 25" x 25"

LOT  94635 shown
61607 /62389

SAVE 
50%

SAVE 
$55

9" x 72"  2 PIECE STEEL 
LOADING RAMPS 

LOT 44649 shown
69591/69646

 $4499 REG. 
PRICE 

$99 .99 

• 1000 lb. 
Capacity

 $5999 
REG. PRICE $119 .99 

 RAPID PUMP® 

1.5 TON ALUMINUM 
RACING JACK 
• 3-1/2 Pumps 

Lifts Most 
Vehicles

• Weighs 27 lbs.

SAVE 
$60

 LOT 68053 shown 
69252/60569

62160/62496/62516

LOT 47257 shown
61585/62387

 6" DIGITAL CALIPER 

REG. PRICE 
$29 .99 

 $999 
Includes two 1.5V SR44 

button cell batteries.

SAVE 
66%

 $599 
REG. PRICE $14 .99 

 12 VOLT, 250 PSI
AIR COMPRESSOR 

LOT 61740 
4077 shown 

SAVE 
45%

SAVE 
40%

SAVE 
60%

LOT   95896  

 LOW PROFILE 
MOTORCYCLE DOLLY 

 $6999 
REG. PRICE $99 .99 

• 1250 lb. Capacity

2500 LB. ELECTRIC 
WINCH WITH WIRELESS 

REMOTE CONTROL
LOT  68146

 61297/61840
61258 shown

REG. PRICE $149.99
 $4999 

LOT 61609
67831 shown

26",  16 DRAWER 
ROLLER CABINET  

• 1060 lb. 
Capacity

• 14,600 cu. in. 
of storage

SUPER
 

COUPON!

SUPER
 

COUPON!

 $3999  $36999 
$2999

$31783

REG. PRICE 
$49 .99 

REG. PRICE 
$649.99

SUPER
 

COUPON!

LOT 69729/  69676 shown

3-1/2" SUPER BRIGHT
NINE LED ALUMINUM

FLASHLIGHT
LOT 69052 shown

69111/62522/62573

LOT  62627/68424  shown
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STAFF REPORT

Product Spotlight

All of the goods and services listed in New & Cool are chosen by Rider’s editors based on the interest to readers. This section is provided free of charge to vendors of motorcycle products and services, 
who bear sole responsibility for the accuracy of claims and specifi cations contained therein.

NEW  COOL&

Lightweight   
Lid

The GT-Veloce, AGV’s new 
sport-touring helmet, has 

the same shell and features 
as its racing helmets but with 
the rear spoiler removed for 
optimal aerodynamics when sit-
ting upright. The SSL (Super 
Super Light) composite fi ber, 
aramid and carbon fi ber shell 
comes in four sizes; claimed 
weight for a medium is just 
3 pounds, 4 ounces. It fea-
tures the Integrated Ventilation 
System, a removable/washable 
Lycra and Dry-comfort lining, 
and a Race 2 non-scratch face 
shield with XQRS (Extra Quick 
Release System) and VLS (Visor 
Lock System). Sizes XS-2XL, 
from $559.95.

See your dealer
or visit agv.com/us

Bright  
Lights

LEDs (light-emitting diodes) pro-
vide very bright lighting without 
much power draw. Küryakyn, 
maker of parts and accesso-
ries for American and metric 
cruisers, sportbikes and Can-
Am Spyders, offers a variety of 
LED components. Torpedo LED 
Lights are available as single-
function front turn indicators or 
as multi-function run-turn-brake 
lights, in either matte black or 
chrome ($99.99). LED Inserts for 
Saddlebag Supports fi ll in the 
void between rear fenders and 
saddlebags on some Harley-
Davidson Touring models, in 
chrome or gloss black ($199.99). 
See website for full range of 
LEDs and other accessories.

See your dealer
or visit kuyakyn.com
 

 Bug
Blocker

Yamaha’s FZ-09 triple is a real 
fi recracker but its wind protection 
is sorely lacking. The VStream+ 
Windscreen from National Cycle 
has a unique, patented shape 
and dimensional contours 
molded into the screen, plus 
a custom lightweight aluminum 
bracket to seamlessly mount the 
screen to the top of the FZ-09 
headlight assembly. VStream 
windscreens are made from 
hard-coated polycarbonate, 
which has more scratch resis-
tance and greater crack and 
impact resistance than acrylic 
windscreens. Available in three 
heights, 8.75, 12.75 and 16.75 
inches ($155.95-$199.95), and 
comes with a 3-year warranty.

Call (708) 343-0400
or visit nationalcycle.com

Moto 
Comm

Sena’s 20S Bluetooth commu-
nication system ($299) features 
several industry fi rsts, such as 
Bluetooth 4.0 with dual modules, 
increasing performance and reli-
ability and offering high-defi nition 
audio quality. Audio Multitasking 
provides a seamless blend of 
incoming and outgoing audio. 
Make hands-free calls with a 
Bluetooth mobile phone, lis-
ten to stereo music or voice 
instructions of GPS navigation 
via Bluetooth, and have intercom 
conversations in full duplex with 
a passenger or other riders (up 
to 1.5 miles, compatible with 
other brands). Built-in FM tuner, 
all-in-one helmet clamp, water-
resistant, fi rmware upgradeable 
and more.
Visit sena.com

1 2 3 4

NN

3

Bug Moto 

1 2

4
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 Grit
Guard

K&N Engineering’s made-in-
the-USA, high-fl ow OE replace-
ment air fi lters are covered by a 
million-mile limited warranty. It 
offers fi tments for the Kawasaki 
Versys 1000, Yamaha FJ-09 
and many other new models. 
K&N’s pleated media provides a 
large fi ltration area, long service 
intervals and excellent fi ltration. 
Designed to fi t into your OE 
air fi lter assembly without any 
fi tting, cutting or fuel-manage-
ment modifi cations required. 
An injection molded urethane 
holding plate offers a pliable 
sealing bead for an airtight fi t. It 
is washable, reusable, pre-oiled 
and ready for installation.

See your dealer
or visit knfi lters.com

Mondo  
Mundo

Touratech’s new Zega Mundo 
Pannier System is a simple, 
rugged luggage solution that 
keeps your gear dry and 
secure and will take anything 
you can throw it. A complete 
set ($1,199) comes with bare-
aluminum fi nish panniers, rack 
and mounting hardware. The 
panniers are made from 1.5mm 
aluminum with stainless steel 
rivet construction and available 
in 31-, 38- and 45-liter sizes. 
The lid’s dual-function latches 
hinge on either side or can be 
removed altogether, and the 
panniers’ straight sides and 
rectangular shape make pack-
ing and unloading a snap.

Call (800) 491-2926
or visit touratech-usa.com

Rugged
Rack

Solo adventure riders can carry 
more cargo by replacing the 
passenger seat with an inte-
grated rack. Designed for the 
liquid-cooled BMW R 1200 GS/
Adventure, the BDCW Pillion 
Rack ($195) from Black Dog 
Cycle Works is made from 
black-anodized, industrial-grade 
¼-inch aluminum and it bolts 
directly to the frame for maxi-
mum durability. Easy to install 
and remove, the 12 x 14 inch 
rack’s large perimeter holes pro-
vide multiple tie-down points. 
Complements the BDCW Multi-
Function Rear Rack ($195). 
Both are designed, tested and 
manufactured in the USA.

Call (208) 263-4400
or visit blackdogcw.com

Global   
Gear

The Rev’It Defender GTX suit 
was tested around the world, 
from extreme cold and wind on 
Norway’s North Cape to heat 
and harsh terrain during the 
Dakar Rally. That experience 
guided development of the new 
Defender Pro GTX Pro suit, 
which has a 750D outer shell 
with Tefl on coating, Seefl ex 
CE-level 2 armor and a remov-
able Gore-Tex membrane. Its 
versatile features include ven-
tilation panels and zippers, 
numerous pockets and adjust-
ment points, refl ective panels, 
and a neck brace connector. 
MSRP is $899.99 for the jacket, 
$639.99 for the pants. 

See your dealer
or visit revitusa.com
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 Backcountry
Byways

Backcountry Discovery Routes 
(BDR) is non-profi t organization 
that has produced fi ve back-
country routes for dual-sport 
and adventure motorcycle travel. 
The north-south routes cross 
Arizona, Colorado, Idaho, Utah 
and Washington, and BDR has 
created feature-length expedition 
documentaries, maps, planning 
resources and free GPS tracks. 
The expedition DVD and route 
map for Idaho is now avail-
able from touratech-usa.com 
or butlermaps.com. The BDR 
Membership Program helps fund 
the creation of future routes and 
efforts to preserve off-pavement 
riding opportunities.

Visit
backcountrydiscoveryroutes.com

Trike  
Farther

For trike riders who want to go 
the distance and have more 
peace of mind, Roadsmith Trikes 
now offers an auxiliary fuel tank 
with a 3-gallon capacity. It fea-
tures its own fi ller neck for rapid 
fi lling and an “on-the-fl y” transfer 
system that, with the push of 
a button, sends all 3 gallons 
of extra fuel to the main tank 
in a matter of minutes. There 
is an automatic shut-off for the 
fuel pump when the transfer is 
complete. Roadsmith’s auxiliary 
fuel tank retails for $799 and is 
designed for the 2009 and newer 
Harley-Davidson based trike 
conversions for the company’s 
fl agship HDTR model.

Call (800) 331-0705
or visit roadsmithtrikes.com 

Cool
Leather

Tour Master’s Element Cooling 
Leather Jacket and Pants are 
made from waterproof cowhide 
leather with a TFL treatment that 
refl ects UV rays, lowering surface 
temperatures by up to 15 per-
cent compared to standard leath-
er. The jacket has removable, 
CE-approved elbow, shoulder 
and knee armor and an articulat-
ed triple-density back protector, 
a full-sleeved, removable Zip-Out 
Quilted jacket liner, and shoulder 
vents and an upper back vent, as 
well as stretch panels, adjustment 
straps and a jacket-to-pants zip-
per. Men’s XS-3XL, $399.99 for 
the jacket, $319.99 for the pants, 
black only.

See your dealer
or visit tourmaster.com 

Let it
Rain

Warm summer days often bring 
rainstorms in the afternoon. 
Keep your mitts dry with Held’s 
Rain Cloud gloves ($220), which 
combine breathable, waterproof 
Gore-Tex protection with Held’s 
innovative X-Trafi t layer-reduction 
technology. Many waterproof 
gloves are made with four layers, 
but Held’s X-Trafi t 3-D membrane 
lamination process reduces glove 
construction to two layers while 
providing the same warmth, pro-
tection, tactility and waterproof-
ing. The goatskin leather exte-
rior has Nyspan inserts on the 
back of the hand, hard knuckles, 
Superfabric reinforcement and 
3M Scotchlite refl ective piping.

See your dealer
or visit heldusa.com
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A: In theory engine temperature 
shouldn’t matter when it comes to check-
ing your bike’s oil level. However, due to 
the sight glass or crankcase design, on 
some models the oil level may appear 
to be low when the engine is cold. The 
old adage “refer to the owner’s manual” 
comes into play here. Checking oil 
while the engine is at operating tem-
perature is fine, but make sure to allow 
some time for the oil to return to the 
sump before verifying its level. This 
may take a couple of minutes on some 
models.

For example, if you’re checking the 
oil during a gas stop, wait until after 
refueling, or if you do it during a break, 
check it after you have rested. Most 
models are fine to check when cold. 
You can compare the oil levels on your 
bike both hot and cold to see if there is 
any significant difference—most likely 
there won’t be.

In any event, don’t overlook the 
importance of leveling the motorcycle 
while checking oil. If the motorcycle 
has a centerstand use it; a wheel chock 
is a good alternative. If neither is an 
option you may require an assistant, one 
person holding or sitting on the motor-
cycle to level it and the other observing 
the oil level. Realize that some models 
are very sensitive to position in relation 
to oil level; a slight lean can produce 
a high or low indication. Just as you 
should allow time for the oil to return 
to the sump during a hot check, you 
should also allow some time for the oil 
to settle when adding some, as the oil 
filler hole is often just above the clutch 
and it may take some time for all of the 
oil to reach the sight glass.

Chain Chain Chain

Q: I am a relatively new rider, having 
bought a Honda NC700X in late 2012. 
After purchasing the bike I learned that 
its chain final drive needs ongoing main-
tenance. Since I bought the bike for plea-
sure riding, I only ride on paved roads 
and in dry weather (unless I get caught 
in an unexpected shower). Under those 
riding conditions, how often should I 
clean and lube the chain?

Dan Myers, North Bend, Oregon

A: A good interval to start with is every 
third tank of fuel. If you begin to hear 
chain noise sooner, lube more often; if 
gunk and lube builds up on the chain, 
lube less often. It is best to lube your 
chain just after you ride while it is still 
warm so the lube stays in liquid form 
and penetrates the chain nicely. Spray 
the lube on the inside runs of the chain 
where the link-plates overlap at the 
O-rings (NOT at the rollers in the cen-
ter). Wipe away any excess lube and do 
not ride for at least 20 minutes. This will 
allow the lube to setup into a grease-like 
gel, minimizing fling off and maximizing 
chain protection.

Wiggle Waggle

Q: While riding the other day I noticed 
I needed to zip up my jacket, and when 
I took my hands off the grips to do so, 
the handlebars on my 2012 Yamaha 
FJR1300 began to shimmy back and 
forth. I took the bike to the dealer who 
verified that my steering head bearings 
were snugged to spec. Tires are also 
fine. I read on the FJR forum that replac-

ing the factory bearings with a tapered 
bearing set seems to solve this issue. 
What would account for the shimmy with 
ball-type bearings? All is smooth when 
hands are on the handlebars. A friend 
also had this issue on a new FJR right 
out of the showroom.

Tom Sigerfoos, Mineral Bluff, Georgia

A: Steering head bearing issues are com-
mon on most big bikes, not just the 
FJR. By the early ’80s the OEMs were 
largely using tapered roller (Timken) 
bearings in the steering heads of larger 
displacement and touring models. By 
the early ’90s they had switched to caged 
ball bearings. I first encountered this in 
Honda ST1100s that were suffering odd 
tire wear, and in some cases handlebar 
waggle such as you experienced on your 
FJR. I have asked OEM reps why caged 
ball bearings were being used and the 
only response was “lighter effort steer-
ing.” In any case, as you have read on the 
FJR forum, tapered roller bearings are 
the better way to go when replacement is 
required. You will find the same posted 
on pretty much all the sport touring/
touring discussion boards.

Ball-type bearings have very small 
contact areas, resulting in high loads, 
sensitivity to adjustment and more fre-
quent adjustment and/or replacement. 
Steering head bearing adjustment is often 
overlooked. Once the bearings become 
looser than spec, they rock back and 
forth slightly over every bump and with 
every use of the front brake, accelerating 
wear and quickly becoming damaged 
enough to initiate the handlebar waggle/
front end wobble you have experienced. 
Tapered roller bearings use a cylindrical 

TECH Q&A
BY MATTHEW WILEY

Ask Matt

CHECK YER OIL
Q: I REALLY LIKED THE RECENT TECH TIP THAT ADVISED READERS WHEN TO PERFORM CERTAIN MAINTENANCE 
OBSERVATIONS DURING A MOTORCYCLE’S HOT/COLD CYCLE. I WAS A BIT SURPRISED, HOWEVER, NOT TO SEE 
ANY MENTION OF THE ENGINE OIL. WHEN IS THE BEST TIME TO CHECK THE OIL VIA THE SIGHT GLASS OR VIA 
THE DIPSTICK?

Geoff, Via Email
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TECH Q&A
bearing element that offers wider load 
distribution and also allows for slightly 
higher torque settings that better damp 
the front end, eliminating waggle while 
offering longer service life.

Do be aware that tires can play a 
role in front-end waggle in some cases. 
Mismatched front-to-rear tires can pro-
mote this issue, and some tires are simply 
incompatible with some bikes due to 
their tread patterns and/or construction. 
Fork setup can also contribute; a good 
reason to keep your fork properly serviced. 
Improper loading of the motorcycle, such 
as aftermarket trunk additions and/or 
overloading of a trunk can also be con-
tributing factors. However, my experience 
has been that the nearly surefire remedy 
for front-end waggle is to upgrade to 
tapered roller bearings and make sure to 
keep them properly adjusted.

KLR Mystery

Q: I’ve got a problem that’s got me 
stumped. The bike is a ’96 Kawasaki 

If you have a question, email Rider Tech Q&A at 
rider@ridermagazine.com, or send a letter to Rider 
Tech Q&A, 1227 Flynn Road, Suite 304, Camarillo, 
CA 93012. Due to the volume of mail we receive 
we cannot respond to every letter personally, but 
those with questions of interest to our readership 
will be answered in Rider Tech Q&A.

KLR650 with about 20,000 miles. It 
starts and idles great, and pulls cleanly 
to about 6,000 rpm, then cuts out 
abruptly. The revs drop to about 5,000, 
then it pulls again to 6,000, drops 
to 5,000 and so on. The cutout is 
very sudden and feels like an ignition 
cutoff. The coil, plug wire and cap 
all have the correct resistance. The 
battery is less than a year old and 
fully charged. Connections look good 
(although there’s a fair amount of dirt 
everywhere—hey, it’s a KLR).

The bike has a non-vacuum pet-
cock, one shim under the needle and 
the vacuum port enlarged in the slide, 
a clean air filter and proper float level. 
Compression checks OK. I’ve replaced 
the fuel filter and line, spark plug and 
the slide/diaphragm assembly and the 
float needle. The tank vent is clear. I’ve 
cleaned the carb out top and bottom 
several times. I found the carb vent 
lines plugged and blew them out with 
compressed air. No dice. It still revs 
cleanly to 6K, then cuts out, drops to 

5 or 5.5K and pulls to 6K again. No 
sign of vacuum leaks—I even put a 
vacuum gauge on it and revved it to 
the problem speed. The vacuum read-
ing “pulses” at low speed, but falls off 
cleanly as the revs build. I really don’t 
think it’s a fuel issue.

What am I missing? The sidestand 
safety switch has been disabled. Could 
the vibration at 6,000 rpm be shaking 
the kill switch or ignition key enough to 
cause this problem?

Tom McCarroll, Welcome, Texas

A: You have done well with your very 
systematic troubleshooting. This could 
be either a fuel delivery or an ignition 
problem, and the trick is figuring out 
which direction to go. I would suggest 
verifying the high-speed circuit in the 
carb. At the rpm you reference it is 
possible this is where the problem lies. 
Look into the carburetor bore where 
the needle goes into the carb body. 
There should be a short protrusion 
at the carb body and needle interface. 
This component (reference #1617 on 
the parts diagram) regulates fuel flow 
past the needle and will often fall out 
and become lost during carb cleaning. 
Also check for dirt, debris, etc. at the 
holder unit that threads in just below 
(reference #13091) where the main 
jet is attached. Debris can clog the 
air bleeds in the nozzle, and you did 
note clogged vent lines as a potential 
source of debris. I have encountered 
these issues before and it creates the 
symptoms described yet will seem like 
an ignition breakdown.

If the carburetor isn’t the problem, 
it could be difficult to pin down which 
ignition component is the cause. Have 
you replaced the spark plug? Even if 
it looks good, do so on general prin-
ciple if you haven’t already. Static tests 
for resistance will not allow for heat, 
load and vibration and therefore are 
not always accurate in a situation like 
yours. The spark plug cap can test 
fine but still be defective; NGK offers 
aftermarket caps at a low price, as the 
OEM unit is quite expensive. Make 
sure to trim the high-tension wire back 
just slightly to show fresh copper when 
installing the new cap. If you can find 
a shop with a coil tester, have the coil 
checked dynamically with this tool. 
It loads the coil, duplicating running 
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If you have a question, email Rider Tech Q&A at 
rider@ridermagazine.com, or send a letter to Rider 
Tech Q&A, 1227 Flynn Road, Suite 304, Camarillo, 
CA 93012. Due to the volume of mail we receive 
we cannot respond to every letter personally, but 
those with questions of interest to our readership 
will be answered in Rider Tech Q&A.

conditions and can uncover a failure 
that static resistance checks will not. 
The pulsing coil is a possible suspect; 
however, your bike’s symptoms are not 
typical of a failed pulsar. Igniters usu-
ally cause complete spark loss when 
they fail. A key switch or kill switch 
failure is possible but unlikely in this 
circumstance. I would look very closely 
at all the wiring for a possible shorted 
or pinched wire.

Shaky FXST

Q: I have a 2004 Harley-Davidson 
FXST with a new front tire. The front 
end shakes at low speeds, which is 
very disconcerting. What would be the 
cause of this?

Terry Jenkins, Bluemont, Virginia

A: There are a number of possibilities. 
Did the problem begin after the tire 
installation? If so, check the tire beads 
to make sure they are fully seated. 
There is a thin raised line in the tire 
sidewall or a shape change just out-
side the rim. Look all the way around 
both sides to be sure the line or shape 
change is visible and even all the way 
around the rim. Make sure the rim is 
not bent or out of true, and have the 
tire balance checked. It is possible 
(though unlikely) the tire has a defect, 
so inspect it carefully for any strange 
bumps or bulges in the tread as well as 
sidewall. Improper installation could 
have damaged the tire. Issues such as 
these could be a serious safety hazard, 
so check it out right away and avoid 
riding any farther than to the shop or, 
better yet, trailer it if possible.

Another likely suspect is the steering 
head bearings. They may need to be 
adjusted or possibly replaced depending 
upon mileage. Big bikes are especially 
sensitive to this and a low-speed front-
end wobble or waggle can result from 
steering-head bearing issues. When the 
front end of the bike is un-weighted 
during a tire install it can cause worn 
steering head bearing issues to surface.
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RPHA (“arfa”), shorthand for Revolutionary 
Performance Helmet Advantage. We 
reviewed the RPHA Max modular in our 
December 2012 issue (also on ridermaga-
zine.com), and the line also includes the 
RPHA 10 (a rebadged RPS-10) sport and 
RPHA X off-road helmets. New to the line 
is the ST, which is geared toward sport-
touring riders. It has a center-locking face 
shield like on the 10 and a large, single 
top vent and integrated sun shield like on 
the Max. All helmets in the RPHA line have 
shells made of HJC’s Premium Integrated 
Matrix, a combination of carbon fi ber, 
aramid, fi berglass and organic non-woven 
fabric that makes the helmet both strong 
and light. Our medium-sized ST weighs 
just 3 pounds, 7 ounces.

The ST’s sleek shape slices clean-
ly through the wind, and its large chin 
and crown vents bring in plenty of fresh 
air. The moisture wicking, anti-bacterial 
SilvercoolPlus (Ginkgo) comfort lining is 
plush and easy to remove and wash. 
HJC’s RapidFire II shield removal system 
is child’s play, and the sun shield is easy 
to remove and clean as well. A new, single 
lever on the left side of the helmet is easier 
to reach and use than the sliding lever (to 
deploy) and button (to retract) on top of 
other sun shield-equipped HJC helmets. 
Though convenient, the sun shield isn’t 
very dark and too much light comes in 
from below. The face shield is prepped for 
the included Pinlock anti-fog insert and the 
chinstrap secures with traditional D-rings. 

Comfort, fi t, ventilation, aerodynamics, 
weight, noise reduction and functionality 
meet or exceed my expectations for a 
premium helmet in this price range. The 
DOT-approved RPHA ST is available in 
sizes XS-XXL (three shell sizes) in solid 
black or white for $359.99, metallic silver 
or rubbertone black for $364.99, or graph-
ics for $399.99. Greg Drevenstedt

HJC has been North America’s top-selling helmet brand for more than two 
decades, and its offerings include full-face, modular and open-face street hel-
mets, off-road helmets and even auto and snowmobile helmets. After selling 
low-to-mid-priced helmets for years, in 2010 HJC released its fi rst premium 
lid, the RPS-10 (Rider, November 2010), which was developed in HJC’s 
own 130-mph wind tunnel and received design input from then-MotoGP 
racer Ben Spies.

Two years later, HJC launched a full line of premium helmets under the name 

STAFF REPORT

For more information:

See your dealer or
visit hjchelmets.com

HJC RPHA 
ST Helmet

Product Evaluations

GEARLAB

Bilt Explorer 
Dry Bag
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GEARLAB

For more information:

To fi nd the Cycle Gear store
nearest you visit cyclegear.com

Maybe it’s a bit of literary stretch to 
claim that Jim Bronson was a famous 
motorcycle explorer. But after chuck-
ing a newspaper job, then duffeling his 
earthly possessions to his Sportster, 
Bronson’s stoplight conversation with 
a traditionally suited motorist resonated 
with an entire late 1960s generation 
eager to hit the road:

Driver: “Taking a trip?”
Bronson: “What’s that?”
Driver: “Taking a trip?”
Bronson: “Yeah.”
Driver: “Where to?”
Bronson: “Oh, I don’t know. 

Wherever I end up, I guess.”
Driver: “Man, I wish I was you.”
Bronson: “Really?”
Driver: “Yeah.”
Bronson: “Well, hang in there.”
Cycle Gear recognized that the icon-

ic rolled duffel bag design still appeals 

Bilt Explorer 
Dry Bag

to motorcyclists. Adding several cre-
ative touches in material and design, 
its Bilt Explorer Dry Bag targets dual-
sport riders but is versatile enough for 
most motorcycles.

The Bilt Explorer uses 6mm, PVC-
coated black tarpaulin instead of the 
canvas used in Bronson’s time. It’s 
also top opening—just dump every-
thing inside and roll down three turns 
to squeeze out the air. Very compact 
when closed, it secures with quick-
release buckles on each end and two 
on the sides. Carrying handles and a 
shoulder strap make for easy handling 
off-bike. Refl ective strips on each end 
improve your visibility to others.

The Bilt Explorer Dry Bag is available 
in small, medium, and large sizes. The 
medium (20 x 10 x12 inches) easily held 
all the gear I needed for a week’s trip, 
and its fl at bottom fi t the stock luggage 

rack of a Suzuki V-Strom without over-
hang. Two people, or those 
hauling camping gear, might 
want the large size.

Another feature I really like 
is the quick release attach-
ment. No bungees or rope 
necessary, as four adjust-
able web straps loop and 

secure to points on your motorcycle. 
Each web strap ends in a plastic clip 
that is a bit of fi nger snapper but, 
when opened, latches into the four 
D-rings at each end of the Bilt Explorer. 
Cinched up, the Explorer rides rock 
solid on your machine. Once the secure 
straps are set to the appropriate length, 
subsequent mounting requires just a 
quick click.

Cycle Gear says the Bilt Explorer Dry 
Bag is 100-percent waterproof, owing 
to the material and sealed seams. Just 
don’t immerse it. I never had a leak.

With the multiple securing features 
designed to protect the rider’s posses-
sions internally, and the sturdy quick-
release mounting system that protects 
externally, the Bilt Explorer Dry Bag 
deserves consideration by motorcy-
clists who are out to travel.

The Bilt Explorer Dry Bag is available 
at Cycle Gear stores and online. MSRP 
for the medium is $119.95. At this writ-
ing Cycle Gear was offering 50-percent 
off. Quite a deal! James Parchman
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If your liquid-cooled BMW R 1200 RT tips over, contact with 
terra firma gets expensive. The valve covers and panniers stick 
out, and damage from parts gouged or broken due to impact 
quickly runs into four figures. Ouch. Engine bars that protect 
the jugs are common on boxer-equipped Beemers, but bars to 
protect the panniers are also available.

BMW parts and accessories supplier Wunderlich America 
offers pannier protection bars plus a large assortment of 
made-in-Germany products specifically designed to protect 
the new generation RT. This review covers three that focus on 
the panniers: Rear Protection Bars, Case Protection Set and 
Bag Reflector Set.

Rear Protection Bars are manufactured from precision-
formed, seamless steel tubing. Installed, they’re slightly 
wider than the panniers to help prevent the panniers from 

striking the ground in a tip-over. Pannier operation and 
removal/installation is not affected. Rider and passenger 
retain a full range of movement. The bars provide great 
leverage for lifting the bike onto the centerstand, helpful if 
your RT is laden for a trip. They’re also a sturdy lashing point 
and handy for mounting a camera.

Installation was straightforward, which is good as the instruc-
tions provided by fabricator Hepco & Becker include one illustra-
tion that’s reversed and another that’s upside down. You’ll figure 
it out. Hint: tighten and torque the adapter plate bolts before 
attaching the bars.

Though not a “quick release” design, removing each bar 
involves just three bolts once the adapter plate is bolted behind 
the footrest sub-frame. If you’re taking a ride without the pan-
niers, you can remove the bars in a few minutes so they aren’t 

BMW Pannier Protection
by Wunderlich America
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For more information:

Visit wunderlichamerica.com

sticking out in the breeze with no pan-
niers to protect.

Rear Protection Bars are available in 
silver or black powdercoat or chrome 
plated. All mounting hardware is included.

Wunderlich America’s Case 
Protection Set includes precut, clear 
3M film sheets that protect the pan-
niers’ painted surfaces from scratches 

and scuffs. The kit includes three pieces 
for each pannier, a spray bottle for soap 
solution that helps you position the 
panels, and a squeegee to remove air 
bubbles. The supplied directions were 
in German, but a call to Wunderlich 
America had English instructions in my 
email straightaway. It’s not hard to 
install these film sheets, but for best 

results heed that grandmotherly lesson, 
“Patience is a virtue.” Once in place 
they’re so close to invisible I couldn’t 
get them to show up in photographs.

Another way to protect panniers is 
with improved conspicuity. Wunderlich 
America’s Bag Reflector Set includes 
a pair of peel-and-stick 3M Scotchlite 
adhesive film panels, precut to fit the 
pannier’s black inboard rear panel. The 
Scotchlite panels are also black so 
they’re nearly invisible until light shines 
on them. Then they reflect bright white, 
increasing the distance your bike can 
be seen at night from vehicles behind 
you. Yes, you could use those red and 
white reflector strips that go on semi-
trailers, but these Wunderlich reflectors 
stay invisible until needed, retaining the 
RT’s elegant look, in case that matters 
to you. Scott A. Williams
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Sidi
Tour
Rain
Boots
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For more information:

See your dealer, call (877) 789-4940
or visit motonation.com.

The Sidi Company has been making 
motorcycle boots since 1970, and has 
a men’s and women’s range covering 
everything from motocross to touring, 
even pit boots. Liking simplicity and 
ease of use, I ordered up a pair of Sidi 
Tour Rain boots in size 11.5. Putting 
them on the scale, the pair weighed 
three pounds, ten ounces—exactly 
what an old-fashioned pair of English 
boots I got 35 years ago weighs.

But 35 years has changed the motor-
cycle boot considerably. Most notable 
is the rubber outer sole, one long piece, 
no heel, with a pleasantly soft non-slip 
tread. Closure is another feature, as 
my old ones have a long zipper up 
the back. The Sidis have side closure, 
with a zipper running up the lower two-
thirds, protected by flaps running all the 
way to the top.

The shaft of the Sidi is 11.5 inches 
high, with a padded shin plate giving 
good protection to my shins. There are 
also ankle pads and a reinforced toe 
box—as the front part of the boot is 
delicately called. All this is in place to 
protect you in the case of an accident.

The boots, which are double-
stitched in all the places that would 
take the most abuse in case of a fall, 
look to me as though they would give 
very good protection. The body is 
made of a leather-like material called 
Technomicro, which is said to be stron-
ger and lighter than a cow’s hide, 
as well as being water-repellant and 
breathable. I did ride in an hour’s light 
rain, and my feet stayed dry.

Beyond the rain factor is comfort, 
both on the motorcycle and walking 
around. Spread the top of the shaft and 
the boot opens up to be slipped into 
easily. The circumference of the shaft is 
large enough with the zipper and Velcro 
closures so even those with meaty 
calves will be accommodated. The 
boot liner is made of Trockenfuss—a 
German word that means dry foot—so 
that should you be out on a hot day, 
any perspiration will dry quickly.

Breaking in any boot takes a while, 
and a couple of hundred miles will 
probably pass by before the rider has 
good sensitivity for the subtleties of 
the gearshift. And one gets used to the 
absence of any real heel when strolling 
along. On the back and front of each 

boot are three little reflector dots, and 
on the outward-facing side are a dozen 
dots in a small triangle. These do show 
up when a car’s headlights reach them. 
As I have often said, the more conspi-
cuity, the better.

I got this pair from Motonation, based 
in Santee, California, the Sidi importer. 

Lots of sizes for this Tour Rain model, 
from a small 7.5 all the way to 12. Price 
is $225. Clement Salvadori
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Riding in the rain is either one of the great 
joys of motorcycling or one of its biggest 
hassles. Either way you look at it, you 
need a good rainproof outer layer to keep 
the rain out. Some riders choose riding 
gear made of waterproof material, but 
many others, especially those who don’t 
ride in rain often, prefer to carry a rainsuit 

Olympia Moto Sports 
Horizon Rain Jacket 
and Pants

GEARLAB

For more information:

Call (866) 473-4327 or
visit olympiamotosports.com

for those times when the skies open up. 
If you’re a fan of the second method, 
the Horizon rainsuit from Olympia Moto 
Sports is worth carving out space for in 
your saddlebag.

The Horizon jacket has more features 
than a lot of waterproof rider jackets. 
The shell is waterproof and breathable 

rispstop nylon with a back overhang and 
a mesh panel insert for interior breath-
ability. There’s a stretch knit hood with a 
rubberized neck gaiter under the snap-
down collar, and adjustable hook-and-
loop straps at the elbows and wrists, side 
buckles at the waist, and a drawcord 
hem. There are two outside waterproof 
pockets and an inner storage pocket in 
which you can store the entire jacket by 
turning it inside out.

The Horizon rain pants are made of the 
same materials as the jacket and have the 
same self-storage pocket. The bottoms 
of the legs are secured by hook-and-loop 
and open up for better boot entry. Other 
niceties include side waist buckles, a 
stretch waist, and Nomex heat shields on 
the inside of the lower legs.

Unlike my colleagues in SoCal who are 
often forced to resort to the hose test, 
I had an abundance of wet weather on 
hand in which to give the suit a proper 
workout. Both the Horizon jacket and 
pants worked as advertised, keeping the 
rain out (once I got the hang of battening 
down all the hatches correctly) and not 
stifling me when the sun came out. The 
jacket fit comfortably over my riding jacket 
without binding, and the outer pocket was 
handy for my wallet and phone, neither of 
which got wet after an hour-long deluge.

The lone drawback I found was with the 
pants, which were difficult bordering on 
impossible to put on over my boots. My 
riding buddy almost hurt himself laughing 
at the sight of me standing in a parking lot 
struggling into them while hopping on one 
leg. Later, after EIC Tuttle wised me up 
to the trick of slipping a plastic shopping 
bag over my boot first, putting the pants 
on roadside was a lot easier and quicker; 
the bags also kept the mud on my boots 
from smearing the inside of the pant legs 
as they slid through.

The Horizon rain jacket has a suggest-
ed retail of $89.99; the pants, $79.99. 
Both come in sizes S/XS, M/L, XL/2XL, 
and 3XL/4XL; if you plan to wear them 
over your riding gear, size up accord-
ingly. The jacket and pants are available 
in black/neon orange, black/neon yellow, 
and black/pewter. Jerry Smith
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The KERMIT Chair
Strong, 
Light,
Comfortable.
Packs to 22". 
Fits Touring pack 
and Electra Glide bag.

KERMITKERMIT
C H A I R
C O M P A N Y

www.kermitchair.com
888-729-9836

Hand crafted from 
oak wood, aluminium, 
and Cordura fabric.
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RETRO SPECTIVE
primitive plunger-type system at the rear 
axle. Nobody explained why the spring 
rates were better suited for a vehicle car-
rying two rhinoceri than a motorcycle with 
just a rider and, perhaps, passenger.

Brakes? AME bought those from the 
Ford car plant near São Paolo, which 
used cast-iron discs 10mm in width and 
over a foot in diameter; unsprung weight 
was certainly not a concern on this bike. 
Up by the right hand was a very large, 
much-fi nned fl uid container connected 
to a VW master cylinder. Unfortunately, 
even a good strong pull on the lever 
imparted very little squeeze on the discs.

The wheels were wide 16-inchers 
using 5.00 car-type tires that actually 
had AMAZONAS printed on the side.

The aestheticians saw a need to cover 
all this up, since above the engine was 
an unattractive hodgepodge of essential 
parts like the starter motor, an alterna-
tor, a fan to keep things cool and all of 
the connectors. Multiple sheets of fi ber-
glass did the job. Since Brazil had long 
stretches of road and few gas stations, 
the company had the good sense to cre-
ate a large gas reservoir, and the 8-plus 
gallon tank could take the bike more 
than 300 miles.

Apparently the fi rst running example 
came off the assembly line in 1977, and 
several hundred were shipped off to the 
armed forces over the next few years. 
Handling was atrocious both at low and 
high speeds, while cruising along at 55 
mph was the sweet spot. Since many 
of these bikes were used for very slow 
parade duty, the riders rapidly built up 
good biceps.

continued from page 122

Time moved on and Rodrigues made 
some minor improvements, like reduc-
ing the size of the front fork to 41mm…
except it still didn’t work worth a damn. 
And mounting actual 3.25 motorcycle 
tires on the wheels. He also expanded 
the line, which now included the Super 
Esporte, the Sport and the Turismo. Then 
he sold AME to a fellow named Guilherme 
Hannud Filho, whose notion was to open 
up markets in Europe and the U.S. In 
1985 Filho set up shop in Houston.

Since that pre-Pleistocene engine 
would never meet 1986 DOT standards, 
Filho came up with a novel idea. Break 
the bike down into three parts—chassis, 
bodywork and everything else but the 
engine—and sell each third for $1,500. 
Americans could easily obtain a DOT-
approved motor from a local junkyard. 
Put it all together and register it as a 
homebuilt kit bike.

Nobody seems to know how many 
three-part Amazonas motorcycles actu-
ally made their way to Houston—prob-
ably less than a dozen. It is estimated 
that the factory turned out some 450 
motorcycles over the years. If anybody 
knows the whereabouts of one, do let 
us know—and the lonely owner of this 
stunningly original 1983 model, including 
paint and engine, will be happy to start a 
very small owners’ club.

Last note: The Brazilian economy 
imploded in 1989, and AME was one of 
the many businesses to disappear. Then, 
in 1999, Harley set up an assembly plant 
in Manaus, a city on the Amazon River, 
and thus avoided many of the onerous 
import taxes.
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WORDS AND PHOTOS BY CLEMENT SALVADORI

Amazonas 1600: 1977 – 1989

This motorcycle was a result of economic solutions rather 
than engineering designs, which may explain its question-
able status as one of the worst motorcycles ever built. 

But what about a chassis? No 
record shows who Rodrigues hired to 
do the job, but whoever it was certainly 
had a very rudimentary understand-
ing of motorcycle technology. Instead 
of using the fl at four as a stressed 
member, the engineer chose to build 
a clumsy cradle frame and shoehorn 
the engine inside. There was a little 
trouble with the VW 4-speed trans-
mission, which did not seem to take 
kindly to being altered to utilize a foot-
shift, using a Brazilian-made drum. 
Reverse gear was included, shifted via 
a hand lever down behind the rider’s 
right heel—which turned out to be 
quite useful when having to back this 
900-pound machine away from even 
the slightest downhill curb. Instead 
of developing a sensible hypoid gear 
to get power to the rear wheel, the 
design team saved money by using a 
chain for the fi nal drive.

Suspension? A huge 48mm front 
fork had springing better suited to a 
Mack truck. At the rear was a curious 
system using a very stiff, locally made 

damper shock, along with a very 

RETRO SPECTIVE

In the early 1970s, Brazil was getting its economic act together after 25 years of 
mismanagement and heavy borrowing to keep the country afl oat. Industry was now 
beginning to compete with agriculture as the biggest moneymaker, both internally 
and with exports, and there was a lot of creative thinking in the manufacturing world. 
Because of the colossal debt incurred over the previous quarter-century, anything 
not made in Brazil, such as big motorcycles, were either not imported or were heavily 
taxed, often tripling the price.

Along came Daniel Ferreira Rodrigues, a good businessman who saw that the 
25-year-old Harleys used by the police and army were literally falling apart. He told 
the government that he would build a Brazilian motorcycle in a São Paulo shop, the 
idea of which appealed to them enough that they gave him a contract before ever 
seeing a running example. Not having much in the way of R&D facilities, he 
decided that instead of developing an engine, he would use one from Brazil’s 
Volkswagen factory, which was happy to turn out some extras and sell them to 
Amazonas Motocicletas Especiais, Ltda (AME). Rodrigues used the 1300 for the 
real cheapskates, the 1600 for those who relished the power of 50 horses.

Year/Model: 1983 Amazonas Super Esporte 1600; Owner: Doug Wilson, Santa Ynez, California.

continued on page 121
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